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Virginia Tech Shooting Advances Discussion of Fairfield Security
BY TOM CLEARY

James Fitzpatrick, assistant vice
president of Student Affairs, tried to
log onto the Virginia Tech Web site
moments after hearing about the first
shootings on its campus on April 16.
Fitzpatrick could not log on, as the
amount of people trying to do the same
thing caused the Web site to crash.
Fitzpatrick instantly realized that
if a similar incident had occurred at
Fairfield, it would have been difficult
to spread the news, a particular problem being that the school's plan calls
for the posting of an announcement
online.
Now, after the tragic events at
Virginia Tech, where 33 people were
killed, Fitzpatrick and the Fairfield
administration are looking to improve
the University's plan for handling
emergency situations.
"The University has had an ongoing effort to develop emergency

plans; this isn't
something we
started last week,"
said Director of
Public Safety Todd
Pelazza. "There are
very specific plans
on dealing with
crises, man-made
FITZPATRICK
and natural."
Fitzpatrick
said it is necessary to have a plan
for dealing with any situation that
arises.
"The Virginia Tech situation was
a unique incident," said Fitzpatrick.
"Because it [Fairfield] is a smaller
campus, it is easier to alert people."
Fairfield is looking to create a
new emergency alert system and plans
to have something in place by the end
of the semester, Fitzpatrick said.
The two options that are being
considered are a campus-wide alarm
system, similar to those used in the

Midwest to issue tornado warnings
or a reverse 9/11 system, which will
send text or voicemail messages to
students' and faculty members' cell
phones, Fitzpatrick added.
A secondary computer server is
also being considered to prevent the
Web site from crashing.
The University has had experience dealing with a crisis in the past.
In 2002 former student Patrick Arbelo
claimed to have a bomb in Canisius
Hall. He held 23 hostages, who were
all later released unharmed. Fairfield
administrators evacuated Canisius
Hall and alerted Fairfield police, Connecticut State Police and eventually
the FBI.
"That situation was handled quite
well," said Dean of Students Thomas
Pellegrino. "The University did a good
job responding to these issues."
Fairfield currently operates with
a nationally-recognized method of
dealing with incidents, according to

INSIDE:

Pelazza. If an incident occurs, the
local law enforcement or fire department takes control, with the campus AFTERMATH OF
administration contributing to the VIRGINIA TECH
decision-making process.
TRAGEDY:
Pelazza offered advice to Fairfield
EFFECTS
FELT
students about handling such situaAT FAIRFIELD,
tions.
"If an incident does occur and you
P. 3
are not directly involved, call your
parents and let them know you are
CONSTITUTIONOK, so communication centers don't
AL RELEVANCE
get flooded with calls," he said.
IN CURRENT
Many Fairfield students said they
feel secure on campus. However, the
NEWS, P. 8
events at Virginia Tech made some reevaluate their position on security.
QUESTION OF
"I feel completely safe. I have
THE WEEK:
never really felt unsafe," said Gary
Do You
McGovern '10. "Public Safety seems
to do a good job. I had never really
FEEL SAFE AT
thought about it before, but after I
FAIRFIELD?
SEE "CAMPUS" ON P.
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New Leading Man
for Lady Stags
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

Bill McBain /The Mirror

This isn't your mother's wedding: Bridal party goes gothic for the senior Mock Wedding. For the full story, see p. 2.

Taylor Resigns After 20 Years at Fairfield
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

p
> %.

Ric Taylor, associate vice president for campus planning and operations, has worked at Fairfield for 20
years, although he never anticipated
a lengthy stay.
Taylor recently decided to step
down. His resignation will be effective
at the end of the academic year.
"With the University now embarking on a long-term facilities plan
to support the strategic vision, the time
is appropriate for new leadership to
take the helm, bringing new ideas and
creativity to the campus's development," said Taylor.
Taylor mananges all aspects of
Fairfield's physical plant form the day
to day activities to major projects.
"I was hired to supervise construction of the Quick Center and Chapel
and I assumed I would move on once
N

they were completed. But one project
blended into the next," said Taylor.
In addition to the Egan Chapel of
St. Ignatius Loyola and the Regina A.
Quick Center for the Arts, Taylor has
a long list of accomplishments.
"Seeing Fairfield develop into
the institution it is today has been extremely exciting," said Taylor. "The
people with whom I have worked over
the years will be what I miss most."
Taylor has aided in the construction and the renovations of the Apartment Village, the DiMenna-Nyselius
Library, the Rudolph F. Bannow
Science Center, the John A. Barone
Campus Center, the Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J. Center, the Dolan Campus
complex and the combined heat and
power facility that is currently under
construction.
Taylor said that, during his two
decades of work, some of his person-

al and professional
goals were put on
hold.
"The timing
will enable me to
take advantage of
opportunities that
have presented
TAYLOR
themselves and,
hopefully, realize
my desire to flee the long New England
winters," he said.
Bill Lucas, vice president for Finance and Administration has worked
closely with Taylor and said Taylor's
efforts have been vital to campus
planning.
"Ric Taylor has tirelessly devoted
two decades of his life to the institution
and the critically important areas of
facilities development and operation,
SEE "TAYLOR" ON P.
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Last Wednesday, Fairfield announced the hiring
of a new head women's basketball coach.
Joe Frager, who led Southern Connecticut State
University (SCSU) to the Division II 2007 National
Championship last season with a 34-2 record, accepted the job and will become the fifth coach in the
program's history.
Despite his success at
SCSU, Frager decided the opportunity at Fairfield was too
good to pass up.
"At the conclusion of the
interview process, driving off
the Fairfield University campus,
and after having come in contact
with so many people throughout
FRAGER
the course of the day, it was very
apparent to me that Fairfield
University was a special place and I desperately
wanted to be a part of Fairfield University," said
Frager in his opening remarks at his introductory
press conference on April 18.
He will replace Dianne Nolan, who guided the
Stags for 28 years before stepping aside in March.
The past year, the women's record was 15-16, entering
them into the semifinals of the MAAC tournament.
"There is a strong desire to win here, I sensed
that from the very moment I stepped on campus," he
said. "And if I did not believe that there was a commitment to excellence here from top to bottom, then
I would not be standing here today."
Frager has been successful at both of his previous
coaching positions. At Seymour High School, he won
208 games while only losing 58, all while winning
three state championships. He then moved to SCSU
where he went 189-83, earned a national championship and was the recipient of the Molton/Women's
D-II National Coach of the Year Award.
"You don't try to recreate step for step everything
that you've done in previous coaching. But there are
certain core philosophies that have been really good
and worked in both high school and at the college
level," said Frager. "We want to guard, take care of
the ball, take high percentage shots, and cultivate a
group of people that don't respond well to losing."
SEE "FRAGER" ON P.
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Tradition Continues: Mock Wedding With a Goth Twist
BY JESS MITCHELL

While many students mourn the loss of traditions, one
senior event held strong this weekend: Mock Wedding.
The bride, groom, bridesmaids, groomsmen, priest,
ring bearer and flower girl were joined by approximately
350 guests on Lantern Point for a mock marriage ceremony.
The ceremony began at 3 p.m. and featured the bridal
party decked out in goth attire — the theme chosen for
this year's event — standing atop a beach-front house
deck as onlookers cheered on from below.
Following the ceremony, buses departed from Veterans Park on Reef Road, transporting the wedding party
and guests to the 'reception,' which was held at Aqua Turf
in Plantsville, Conn.
The reception included food, dancing and an openbar. Although the reception ended an hour early, students
say they still had a great time, and many simply headed
to The Seagrape when they returned at 12 a.m.
"Everyone seemed to have a really fun time, it was a
fun event," said Ann Glover '07. "I think it should keep
going in the future."
Seniors take the tradition of Mock Wedding seriously, dressing formally and treating the ceremony as an
actual wedding.
Dancing at the reception in a large banquet hall with
a bar in the corner and dance floor in the middle was a
great fit for the senior class, according to Student Beach
Resident Association (SBRA) President Adam Peterson
'07.
"For the most part, everyone had a great time and

Bill McBain/The Mirror

Here comes the bridal party: Students head down
the aisle along the shoreline at Fairfield Beach.

behaved themselves - only a few things had the management upset or worried," said Peterson. "They said if they
knew what to expect they would have had a cash bar,
plastic cups and police at the door."
The Mock Wedding has been a senior tradition for
years. The Univeristy no longer takes any part in the
event; it is completely organized and funded by the senior
students themselves.
Seniors cast their votes for fellow classmates to act as
members of the bridal party when they buy their tickets.
The elected bridal party then chooses the theme of the
wedding; this year's theme was 'goth.' Last year's theme
was the '80s.
There were only a few complaints. Senior Scott
Leuffer, for example, said that the open bar ended too
early.
"It was so much fun, I can't believe it's over," he
said.
This is not a one-day event. Tradition calls for bachelor and bachelorette parties, both of which were held the
night before the wedding at different beach houses.
The groom, Brendan Cavanaugh '07, said the entire
bridal party hung out on Saturday afternoon before the
ceremony.
"I hope my wedding is that fun," said Cavanagh. "I
had an awesome time."
Cavanagh said he is friends with the bride, Caroline
Sill '07, and that it was weird both of them were voted
bride and groom.
"I didn't want to be groom, but I'm glad I was," he
said.

New Event: Students Show Wild and Crazy Stag Spirit
BY CHRISTINA STODDARD

Who says you can't relive your childhood? This Saturday, 90 students got to do just that as they participated
in Fairfield's version of the ever-favorite Nickelodeon
game show, "Wild and Crazy Kids."
Proudly decked out in outrageous costumes, 19 teams
of five gathered on the Quad ready to compete as spectators
cheered them on. The first event required team members
to pop balloons on a tarp covered with oil. Other events
included flip-cup, in which team members had to drink
marinara sauce and then flip over their empty cups.
This was a new event, sponsored by the Inter Residence Hall Assembly (IRHA).
"Old Nickelodeon shows are always fun to watch so
we decided to give this event a try," said Dan Gorman,
presidemt of IRHA.
Prizes of $250, $175 and $150 were awarded to the
top three teams, which were Black and Decker, The Heat
and How Ya Doin.
"IRHA was very pleased with the enthusiasm of the
students and the outcome of the event in general," said
Gorman. "We will most definitely be repeating the event
next year, but we will also be making organizational
changes since we now know how it will run and what to
expect."

Contributed Photo /The Mirror

Splish, Splash: (Top) Students take a bath in an inflatable pool outside Regis Hall.

Contributed Photo/The Mirror

Strike a pose: A group of female juniors pose for a picture on the Quad,
decked out in home-made costumes.

Contributed Photo/The Mirror

Pop 'em: Event kicks off with a balloon-popping contest with splash oil on the tarp.
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Aftermath of Virginia Tech Tragedy: Effects Felt at Fairfield
Stags Extend Sympathies to Grieving Hokies
pure campus donation," said Calabrese.
University President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx
said the poster "sounds like an excellent way
of expressing sympathy and solidarity with
our colleagues at Virginia Tech."
"I certainly commend our EMS team for
organizing it," said von Arx.
"We helped make and sell the ribbons,"
said Calabrese. "Since they were giving the
ribbons away for donations, we wanted to help
to raise as much money as we could."

students and was an integral part in the treatment of anyone who was injured.
On Tuesday, April 17, a nation grieved
"[The Virginia Tech Rescue Team] is
as it watched the horrific news unfold from
what we are here and we wanted to comthe disaster at Virginia Tech University. Calin
memorate their efforts in addition to sharing
Calabrese '10 and the Fairfield EMS Rescue
our condolences over what occurred," said
Team decided to do something to show VirCalabrese.
ginia Tech how much they cared.
FUSA President Hutch Williams '08
"I called an emergency meeting on Tuesalso helped with n)aking the poster process
day and told everyone to think of what can
a reality.
we do as a university to make a difference
"It wasn't so much as FUSA and the ERT
in showing how we
clilb working as two separate
feel about the tragclijbs. I helped out because I
edy," said Calabrese,
cared about the cause," said
the club's president.
Williams. "As FUSA presiAnother memdent, I have certain connecber of the group,
tions with the administration
arid was able to make them
Dan Shapiro '10,
developed the actual
aware of what was taking
concept of signing
place."
a poster in order to
The Fairfield ERT club,
pay respects.
along with Williams, also
"We felt that we
helped plan the vigil that took
wanted to do someplace Monday night outside
thing like a card
Egan chapel. The vigil conbecause you often
sisted of a 15-minute service,
send cards to show
followed by a candle-lit proother people how
cession to the Quad, where
you feel," he said.
candles were formed of the
Calin Calabrese/Contributed Photo
"We thought about
letters 'VT.'
Stags become Hokies: Fairfield sends words of support to Virginia Tech students.
getting a giant card,
Students around campus
but ended up with
said they liked what the club
the poster because we thought we could get
"We want to send the [Virginia Tech] was doing and felt it was an appropriate way
the most possible signatures on it."
university a Dogwoods tree, which is their to support Virginia Tech students.
The poster was displayed on the sec- state tree, and set up some kind of percent
"I think it's a wonderful idea," said Marie
ond floor of the Barone Campus Center on memorial from Fairfield University," he said. Alice '08. "Fairfield students did a great job
Wednesday and was sent to Virginia Tech on "If that doesn't work out, we'll donate it to the contributing by designing and signing the
Friday. Students and faculty were invited to general fund for Virginia Tech."
poster."
write a personal message and sign their names
Many members of the EMS Rescue Team
Sean Cribbin '09 commented on how the
on the poster, which portrayed a hand-drawn on campus felt compelled to do something students atFairfield sympathize with students
VT symbol and a Fairfield stag.
for the students of Virginia Tech University, at Virginia Tech.
The group also made maroon and orange especially to commemorate the Virginia Tech
"We go to college; we're in the same
ribbons and handed them out in return for any Rescue Team.
shoes as they are," said Cribbin. "It's a good
monetary donation.
Calabrese discussed how the Virginia way to show we care."
"We probably made at least $200 off of team provided transportation for wounded
BY JOE CARRETTA

Campus Community to Collaborate for Safety
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

thought about what I would do
in a similar situation."
Sean Clores ' 10 agreed with
McGovern.
"I feel pretty safe, but no
matter where you go there is a
chance something can happen.
There is no way to make it totally
safe," he said.
Mary-Kate Figur '08 said
she thinks it is unlikely that what
happened at Virginia Tech would
occur at Fairfield.
"The shootings at Virginia
Tech made me question whether
or not something like that could
ever happen here, but I'm not too
concerned to be honest," she said.
"Because thjs is a much smaller
school, I feel like there is less of
a chance, but you really never
know."
While Fairfield is preparing
for a crisis situation, it is also
attempting to prevent a similar
incident from occurring.
Susan Birge, the director and
assistant vice president of Student
Resources, has used the Virginia
Tech incident to raise awareness
about' the importance of mental
health.
Birge said the mental health
case of Cho Seung-Hui was

handled well by mental health
workers at Virginia Tech. They
took every action possible but
could not force him to continue
treatment and were limited in
what they could do by law.
At Fairfield, Birge and her
staff distribute a letter to all fac-

of risk.
"It depends on the information we get. We look at the level
of concern, and if there is a reason
that the individual or community
is at risk, we have to act on it,"
said Birge. "If it is a behavioral
issue, then the dean of students

Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror

Someone call security: Fairfield sudents still feel safe on campus despite recent tragic events.
ulty and staff that details mental
health issues. It tells recipients
how to make a referral if they
have any concerns. When a
referral is made, the counseling
staff must determine the degree

takes over."
David Sapp, assistant professor of English, said the small
community at Fairfield makes it
easier to deal with mental health
situations.

"While tragedies like this
can happen at any institution,
small class sizes like we have at
Fairfield can be an advantage,"
said Sapp. "Professors have opportunities to work closely with
students and identify all kinds of
challenges they are facing."
Pellegrino said communication among school departments is
also necessary.
"We have to do everything
we can to make sure we have the
healthiest and safest environment
possible," he said. "Ultimately, it
is my decision whether or not a
student should remain on campus.
I have to decide whether or not
I feel comfortable having the
student back in the classroom,
resident halls and community."
Pellegrino said that although
the Virginia Tech massacre is
tragic, it is a precedent from
which the University should
learn.
"We never want to lose the
opportunity to learn from a situation. We are, as we speak, looking
at this issue," said Pellegrino.
"Many issues are coming out,
but one is how are we assessing
our community to make sure we
do have a healthy and safe community."

Racial Stereotypes
Hit Home
JAMES NGUYEN

I bear a similar resemblance to
the Virginia Tech murderer.
While having a peaceful
dinner with my roommate in the Stag,
a large photograph of Cho Seung-Hui
appeared on CNN.
Immediately, three students sitting at a nearby table shifted their
attention from the high-definition
television towards me.
The piercing sensations of their
glances were blatantly obvious as both
my roommate and I noticed their looks
in our direction.
I am disappointed to experience,
firsthand, the ignorance that breeds on
our campus and in our society.
Those who know me know that I
try to be as friendly as possible toward
everyone.
Instead of looking down onto the
sidewalk, I try to say, "hello," followed by the person's first name. If
there's a person running toward the
door, I try to hold it for them.
That is where the mistake is
made.
Such stereotypes fuel societal
ignorance as some who do not know
me assume I am planning diabolical
deeds because of my ethnicity.
It is equally unfair to deny those
of Middle Eastern descent passage
onto an airplane because of the 9/11
tragedy.
It is equally unfair to cast judgment on an African-American when he
or she sets foot into a retail store.
The race card should not even be
an element of discussion because of
actions that select individuals, who
sometimes happen to be of a minority,
have committed.
The infamous Oklahoma City
bomber, Timothy McVeigh, committed his act of domestic terrorism
exactly 12 years ago.
Why is it that people do not
stereotype Caucasian truck drivers
driving near day-care centers? Furthermore, why do people feel it is
necessary to stereotype those who bear
a similar physical appearance to those
who have caused harm?
There are Facebook rants where
students, the future leaders of the
world, publicly bash those bearing an
Asian identity.
One Facebook user, for example,
publicly states in the group "Always
Remember Virginia Tech ... we should
target South Koreans from now on. Do
anything bad to them!"
Is this the direction that society is
veering toward? Why is anything that
is socially constructed to be different
also labeled as dangerous?
To top things off, students have
published the home address of SeungHui's parents; now they may become highly-probable victims of hate
crimes.
Remember, Seung-Hui is just one
of the millions of Asian people living
around the world.
I am one of those millions of
Asian people.
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Tow Trucks, Harrassments and
Stolen Laptops

Tuesday, April 17
8:30 a.m. A boot was applied to a vehicle in the south Village lot. The car belongs to a freshman who had accumulated
parking tickets.
12:15 p.m. A vehicle was towed from the RecPlex parking lot after accumulating too many tickets. The car belongs
to a senior.
Wednesday, April 18
1:45 p.m. A vehicle was towed from the Kelley Center
parking lot. The vehicle belongs to a grad student who had too
many unpaid parking tickets.

12:00 a.m. Public Safety received a call from an RA in
Jogues Hall who reported smelling the odor of marijuana. The
AC was notified and gave Public Safety permisiion to search
the room. When Public Safety entered the room in question,
the officers found marijuana on the student's desk. A pipe was
also found at the scene and was turned over to Fairfield Police
Department. The students were referred to the misconduct
board.
9:30 p.m. Three freshmen were found unloading alcohol
from their car in the parking lot between Jogues and Campion
halls. Contents included one bottle of wine, a 30-pack of beer
and a 12-pack of beer. The alcohol was dumped at the scene.
Students involved were referred to the misconduct board.
Saturday, April 21

3:00 p.m. Public Safety received a call from the Sodexho
manager who reported that a suspended Sodexho employee
was found on campus harassing other Sodexho employees. The
employee received a criminal trespass warning.
10:30 p.m. A student's clip-on light caught fire when it
came in contact with a pillowcase while the student was in the
shower at Loyola. After smelling smoke, students living next
to the entered the unlocked room and put out the fire. Fairfield
Fire Department arrived after the fire was put out.
Thursday, April 19
11:20 p.m. Public Safety received a call from an RA in
Claver who heard arguing in a nearby room. A girl was found in
the room with her boyfriend in the midst of an altercation. The
students were found to have been drinking and were referred
to Counseling Services.
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Friday, April 20

BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

Hie

12:00 a.m. A Fairfield Cab driver was stopped by Public
Safety for running multiple stop signs and driving at a high
speed. The driver was reported to have given officers a hard
time and was given a Criminal Trespass Warrant. The driver is
no longer allowed to drive on campus.
Sunday, April 22
9:04 a.m. A student on the third floor of Campion Hall
reported his Apple iBook stolen from his room. He waited three
days to report it, saying the theft took place on April 19 between
1 and 2 p.m. There are currently no suspects.
Monday, April 23
12:21 a.m. A town-house resident reported his HP laptop
missing from his room after he had been gone for a few days.
The Fairfield Police Department was notified.
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PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for more
information at mirrorphoto@gmail.com
WRITERS WANTED. Section editors are looking
for people to write on a weekly basis. E-mail
Assistant Managing Editor Christina Stoddard if
interested at stoddard.christina@gmail.com
JOBS
WAITSTAFF WANTED - Part time waitstaff wanted
all yeaer round for Italian restaurant in Fairfield.
Inquire in person.
Trattoria Ponte Vecchio
1275 Post RD, "Brickwalk"
MAKE A DIFFERENCE - Companions &
Homemakers is seeking compassionate and
responsible people to help assist the elderly in
their homes. Help with doctor's appointments,
cooking, cleaning, shopping, and other errands.
You choose what towns you would like to work
in. Please apply at Companions & Homemakers,
363 Reef Road in Fairfield, or call 1-203-259-8375
for more information.
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PART-TIME BABYSITTER WANTED
Needed two nights a week, Tuesday 3.30pm till
9pm and Thursdays 3.30pm till 7pm
Call 203 227 0344, Paula

LOCAL KARATE SCHOOL SEEKING PART TIME
HELP
Req: Responsible, Physically Fit, Must Like Kids.
No Exp Nee. M-Th 2:45-6:30. Call for Interview.
(203)319-9989
SUMMER JOBS - Receive contact information
now for summer employment at US National
Parks, Western Dude Ranches and Theme Parks.
You must apply early.
www.summerjobs-research.org
RENTALS
1 BDRM CONDO - Norwalk
New condo dwntwn Norwalk. W/D,D/W, Cntrl H/A,
Gym, 1mi from SONO. Avail Apr. 1.1 mo sec &
cred chk fee. $1575 plus utilities. 203-216-0236 or
brittnevetsky@yahoo.com
STUDIO ON COLLEGE PLACE FOR RENT
2007/2008
Available for 2007/2008 school year. Small 1
person studio, furnished. 1 parking spot. Itis 96
1/2 College Place if you want to drive by. Please
call Sarah or Greg to take a look at 203.256.9436.
$7,000 for school year plus util's and garbage and
security.

www. mirrorlist. com
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Basketball
Jerseys in
Bookstore to
Boost Stag
Spirit
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Relay For a Cancer-Free Future
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

BY FRANK ROMANO
Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

The Stag-positive campaign Go Stags: New team jerseys may revive school pride.
has touched nearly every aspect
of school spirit at Fairfield. Now, FUSA but with the increased demand, that could be an
President Hutch Williams '08 has moved on apparel or merchandise item that the bookstore
will consider for next season," Brown said.
to retail.
Williams is planning to sell Fairfield varGeneral Merchandise Manager Barbara
sity men's basketball jerseys at the bookstore Askew said that the bookstore has sold jerseys
as early as next fall.
twice before, both times in the beginning of
"We're a Division I school and we need 2000 and for a period of one year only.
to start acting like it," he said. "I think this
Askew said one batch was designed to
is a step in the right direction. Nothing gets meet a "temporary demand" while the other
me more fired up than [when] a rival has was actually leftover from an order the booksomething that we don't that I know we can store placed for the Fairfield dance team.
have and something that I know our students
Many students said they would support
the addition of basketball jerseys in the bookdeserve."
Fans from other MAAC schools sport store as part of the broader effort to increase
such jerseys. Students at Siena College can school spirit.
purchase jerseys for $35 each.
"[Who] wouldn't want to buy the jerseys
Williams said he has already spoken with and support the team," said Michael Bona
Assistant Vice President of Student Affairs '10, who wanted a basketball jersey since
James Fitzpatrick, who oversees the bookstore. "day one."
Fitzpatrick said the demand for jerseys has
Brad Gorson '10 agreed that selling jernever existed in the past.
seys would enhance athletic school spirit.
"It all depends on a winning atmosphere,"
"You have to remember, not all stuFitzpatrick said. "I'm convinced that Coach dents come from athletic-powerhouse high
Cooley and his team are about to make that schools, so all they need is a little encouragehappen."
ment and excitement, because most students
Assistant Athletic Director Roy Brown, would love to embrace their college athletic
who oversees marketing, promotion and fan team," said Gorson.
Although students love Fairfield apparel,
development, said he has received between
50 and 100 phone calls this year from people a basketball jersey is considered better by
interested in purchasing a jersey.
some.
"Typically my response is, 'No, we cur"A Fairfield t-shirt's nice, but a jersey just
rently do not sell jerseys out of our bookstore,' has a little more to it," said Jared Elliot '09.

Cancer is considered a leading health
concern worldwide, and Fairfield students
have an opportunity to help bring about a
cure for the disease.
There are over 120 participants registered online and over 100 are expected
to stop by throughout the 12-hour Relay
For Life to be held this weekend to aid
American Cancer Society initiatives.
"Twelve hours is a small price to pay
compared to those who have struggled
with cancer," said Megan Steel '08,
president of Colleges Against Cancer and
co-chair of Fairfield's Relay For Life.
Fairfield's Relay For Life: College
Edition will be held on April 27-28 from
5 p.m.-5 a.m. in Alumni Hall. The event
will be headed by Colleges Against Cancer and FUSA.
The main purpose of the event is to
celebrate survivors and to initiate real
change in the search for a cure, signified
by having the event last overnight.
"The first afternoon symbolizes life
before cancer," said Steel. "Then the fight
against cancer is signified as evening falls
and darkness sets in. Hope is symbolized
as dawn arrives and the sun comes up,
which is illustrative of survivors entering
remission."
Throughout New England, there will
be more than 200 relays in 2007, each
celebrating survivorship and raising funds
for the American Cancer Society.
"It is really exciting because it is
Fairfield University's first Relay For Life
and I think we will have a good turnout,"
said Denise LiGreci '09.
A track will be created at Alumni
Hall, and one member from each team
will be walking at all times. The checkin for the event begins at 5 p.m. and the
walking will commence at 7:30 p.m.
"Twelve of my friends and I formed
a team and we called ourselves Tackle

Cancer," said LiGreci. "We're going
to wear football jerseys and black eye
makeup."
The opening ceremony will feature
a speech from Fairfield alumna Karen
Lynch, who is a breast cancer survivor.
Lynch will be followed by Fairfield
student survivor, David Axelrod, as well
as the staff advisor for the event, Wendy
Logan. State senator John McKinney is
also scheduled to speak.
There will be many different activities held throughout the event to
commemorate the lives of those lost and
cancer's impact on students, according
to Steel.
"All of the activities were created
to relate to different time periods in a
student's life," said Steel.
Activities corresponding to healthy
living will be held to represent the start
of school, including skin care prevention
pamphlets and information to relate to
spring break.
There will also be performances
from Fairfield's Dance Team, the a
capella group, The Sounds, and On the
Spot Improv. The Logan Groovers and
DJ International will be present as well.
Yoga, karaoke and a sandcastle building
contest are also scheduled.
Besides walking, Steel said other
ways to get involved are to donate to
silent aution and the survivors' sashes
or other fundraisers for the American
Cancer Society.
Sponsors are also needed to help
defray the cost of logistical needs, such
as tents, lights and sound systems. Donations are necessary to provide bags and
candles for luminarias, which signify
those lost to cancer, to outline the track.
"Relay is a powerful event that is
sure to emotionally consume everyone
present," said Steel. "The goal of Relay
is to come closer to finding a cure so that
no one else will have to suffer."

Looking for a career instead of just a job?
We're RSM McGiadrey, the professional services firm for
people on the move, with over 7,000 of the brightest minds
in the industry. With a focus on midsize companies, we
provide valuable exposure, sooner, to the challenges and
rewards of developing innovative solutions to enhance our
clients' businesses. Want a career that's challenging and
inspiring, instead of run-of-the-mill? Learn more at
www.rsmmcgladrey.com.

Contact:

RSM McGladrey

Maren Mercado
203.905.5011 | maren.mercado@rsmi.com
"We don't offer an early partner track or a flexible work
environment, but our tote bags are the best in the industry."
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Taylor Leaves His Mark
CONTINUED FROM P. 1
as well as the less visible physical plant and the cost of living is less."
infrastructure," he said.
Before coming to Fairneld, Taylor
Lucas said Taylor's talent and en- served as City Properties Supervisor for
thusiasm have not only made the campus New Bedford, Mass., and Director of
beautiful but have also given it a more Facilities and Operations for the Swain
effective infrastructure.
School of Design, also in New Bedford.
"He is respected by the many mem- He received a bachelor's degree in civil enbers of the external community with whom gineering at Southeastern Massachusetts
he has interacted in the course of his work, University, now UMass Dartmouth.
and he has built an outstanding campus
During his time at Fairfield, Taylor
planning and operations team," said Lucas. has been involved with more than 25 ma"Ric will be greatly missed."
jor construction and renovation projects,
Lucas also said the University is totaling over 1.6 million square feet and
beginning the search for Taylor's replace- $150 million.
ment.
Taylor was appointed assistant vice
"It's no secret that Fairneld has ac- president for administration in 1995 and
complished a great deal in its young his- was promoted to his current position in
tory," said Mark Reed, vice president for 2002.
Student Affairs. "Mr. Taylor's tenure is
"I know Fairfield will continue to
part of that proud history."
thrive," said Taylor. "From his first day,
"Not only did he bring technical com- Fr. von Arx, by setting the strategic goals,
petence and expertise to his work, he also demonstrated his deep understanding of
brought a great deal of creativity and had Fairfield and how it could evolve as an
an excellent way of dealing with diverse, institution.
and even at times, conflicting constituen"The new senior administrators bring
cies," Reed said.
impeccable credentials, new ideas, and an
Taylor expressed his enthasium for energy that, coupled with the experience of
his time off.
veteran administrators, will see those goals
"First, I'm looking forward to taking a through and make Fairfield an even better
little time off to travel," said Taylor.
experience for its students," he said.
"Then, I plan to target my job search
Lucas said that the process of looking
to an area where the climate is warming for Taylor's replacement is underway.

Looking for more Mirror?
Head to The Mirror Online for online
exclusives and other cool content that
just can't fit into this inch of space.
New content published on
Mondays and Thursdays!
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Frager Fits Jesuit Mission

CONTINUED FROM P. 1
Frager will be joined by Laura Scinto, of his team," Reed said.
his long-time assistant coach at SCSU and
Every starter will return next year,
hopes to have the rest of his staff finalized providing a solid core of players for
by the end of this week.
Frager. There is only one player, Cara
He said he believes in the direction Murphy '07, who is graduating.
that the women's basketball program is
The team has a lot of potential for the
going and is anxious to work at Fairfield. coming season, Frager said.
"I believe in what Fairfield University
"A lot of times when you inherit a
stands for, and I believe in the direction team, you inherit a team with cupboard
that our women's basketball programs is bare, but that's not the case here at all,"
going to go," said Frager.
said Frager. "There's a nice nucleus of
Athletic Director Gene Doris mounted players here."
the diverse nationwide search for potenFrager is excited to begin coaching
tial candidates immediately after Nolan each individual player and the players as a
stepped aside. He contacted Champsearch, team. He plans to identify their strengths
who also assisted in the hiring of men's and weaknesses before making any formal
basketball head coach Ed Cooley.
decisions on their style of play.
"We were looking for someone who
The players are also excited to work
had a track record of success, either as an with Frager, who told the players they will
assistant or as a head coach at any level," work extremely hard on the defensive end
of the floor.
said Doris.
"In addition, we were looking for
"We were excited to meet our new
things that were a good fit for Fairfield," coach. We were laughing, just talking
he said. "I think he just gave us the best about different things, about himself, and
fit at this point and embodied everything we were talking about ourselves," said
we were looking for."
guard Sabra Wrice '08, the team's leading
"Sometimes it's a feeling everyone scorer this past season.
has with him," said Doris. "Everyone had
"We've got a lot of great players
a positive feeling with him."
coming back, good players coming in, so I
In keeping with the Jesuit mission and feel like we still have the same possibilies
University President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx's to do just as well as last year, or better,"
vision, Frager said his goal for success is she said.
to build the women's basketball program
Another player, Baendu Lo wen thai
around the core values of the University.
'09, said she is confident that Frager will
"I take great pride in our various be the right coach for the job and will
coaching staffs because I know they un- work hard to reach the goal of winning
derstand and practice all aspects of our the MAAC Championship.
mission," said von Arx.
"I had no idea [of his national chamVice President of Student Affairs pionship]," said Lowenthal. "That's a great
Mark Reed, who introduced Frager as the accomplishment and that just shows that
new head coach at the press conference, we have a great coach."
said he is excited for Frager to begin his
"We're looking forward to see what
happens," said Frager.
coaching career at Fairfield.
"Whether he's realized it or not, Joe
Frager has incorporated the Jesuit ideal of
living and learning into the development
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Props to Programming
Perhaps the warmer weather has brought more to
campus than just warm temperatures. Over the past two
weeks, we have noticed an increase in the quality of
events scheduled by campus programming.
The Campus Center has been packed with undergraduates the past two Monday nights, first to listen to comedian Steve Byrne and most recently to hear the renowned
group Black Violins. From a diversity standpoint, there
has been an introduction of unique performances with a
wide variety of talents.
FXJSA should be commended for getting such a great
turnout among undergrads for weekday events.
IRHA has also created more appealing programs, including the Nickelodeon-inspired Wild and Crazy Stags.
We recognize the improvement in campus programming
initiatives, especially after the disappointing concert selection and other underwhelming events that caused seas
of griping students.
Maybe it is natural to have exciting, campus-wide
events toward the end of the year. However, we hope
that there is a continuation of such efforts by all campus
organizations throughout all of next year.

Frager, A Strong Find
One word comes to mind when Joe Frager is mentioned: success.
Last week, Fairfield landed Frager, currently the
head coach of women's basketball at Southern Connecticut State University (SCSU), as the women's basketball coach next year. He has over 20 years of experiences coaching high school and college basketball, and has
led SCSU to the Division II National Championships.
Under Frager's leadership, the women's team
will have a fresh perspective from a coach whose fine
record precedes him. We are optimistic that the Lady
Stags will meet innovative winning strategies in Frager,
including an emphasis on strong defense. Frager also
promises to be committed to Stag sports and intense
team collaboration while upholding the University's
core values.
With an enthusiastic new coach and the team's core
returning next year, the possibilities are exciting.
We can only hope that Frager will put his own
unique stamp on Fairfield basketball the way men's
basketball head coach Ed Cooley already has.

As the Days Go By... At Fairfield
ANDREW CHAPIN
CHATTIN' WITH CHAPIN

Life is truly fleeting. One minute your kindergarten teacher is reprimanding you for calling
Lionel "fat" and, the next, you're at the prom,
you're hammered and apparently, your girlfriend is
having a panic attack. I can remember the end of the
high school era and the summer that everyone still
talks about.
Freshman year at college seemed like it started
after I peed myself at my cousin's graduation party, but
that's a semi-regular occurrence anyway, so I wouldn't
read too much into it.
My point is that it's the end of another year; when
everyone told me that college went too quickly, they
weren't kidding.
I feel like everything, in general, goes too quickly.
The good of relationships, the jobs that we actually
enjoy working, the people we meet along the way that
get lost in the flow of life; all of these are gone before
we even realize their true significance.
Who am I to reflect on just how fast college has
gone? After all, I am only a sophomore and still have
two more years to enrich myself in Fairfield's rich
Jesuit tradition otherwise known as "living the dream."
I am sure of one truth, though: my time at college, just
as yours, is not infinite.
If our parents were the baby boomer generation,
we're the "indestructibles," exempt from authority and
consequence alike. That is just our mentality. Maybe
our parents were the same, renegade types. I would
like to think so at least, even though I still steadfastly
hold that parents do not have sex.
You start to realize just how fast the time goes
when you catch yourself talking to friends about events
that happened years ago but still seem fairly recent (like
that time your buddy fell through the bush outside of
the winter dance and Public Safety still managed to
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ror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

miss him). At least it gave the Oak Room some use but
seriously, how many dances can this school possibly
have? I feel like someone is trying to get back at us
because they didn't make Grease in high school.
Anyway, it's that time of year again, the last full
week of school before finals, and we have to hunker
down for days on speed-induced binges just to support
unfair GPA expectations. Well maybe that's a slight
dramatization, but everyone will be working for the
first time this year in the coming week.
It's a melancholic feeling to know that good
people are growing up this year, graduating into the
real world. Some will get jobs, others will postpone
the inevitable and go to grad school and a few might
even do the Peace Corps.
I remember that feeling at the end of high school,
knowing that there are some people who I won't be
shaking hands with ever again. Not that that was always a bad deal, but I feel like it will be the same when
college is over; you'll keep your close friends close,
occasionally grab drinks with a mild acquaintance and
start a prioritized, grown-up life.
The thought of having an actual schedule, not the
Fairfield University catering service they're running
here, paying all the bills on your own, having kids and
going to relatives' houses for Easter, is scary.
While I certainly have very few nice offerings
about Fairfield, I will say, on days like this, when
there wasn't even a question if you were going to class,
there really isn't a better place. I won't go on though
because the egos running this place certainly do not
need any more inflation.
Beach towels, semi-bloated stomachs and you
already ran out of shorts; it's another disconcerting
semester's end. At least we can still come back here
though, to the locked townhouses basements, to harassing pretend cops, to parking tickets just for registering
your car and, my favorite of all, a registration system
that does not allow students to actually register.

Bible Promotes Marijuana Use
To the Editor:
One reason to re-legalize cannabis (kaneh bosm /
marijuana) that doesn't get mentioned (Smoked
Out: The Great Debate Of Legalization, April
19,2007), is because it would be biblically and spiritually correct since Christ, God Our Father (The Ecologician), indicates He created all the seed-bearing plants,

saying they are all good, on literally the very first page
(see Genesis 1:11-12 and 29-30). The only Biblical
restriction placed on cannabis is that it is to be accepted
with thankfulness (see 1 Timothy 4:1-5).
Truthfully,
Stan White of Dillon, CO

Check out the Mirror Commentary Blog yet? Get that
and many other commentary perspectives @
Mirrorcommentary.blogspot.com.
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American Idol, Ruining Pop
Culture One Sanjaya at a Time
BY JP PORRETTA
1 never really got into the whole
"American Idol" scene. If
you ask me, I think the show
seemed kind of pointless after its
first year.
I was always entertained,
though, watching those tone-deaf
half-wits attempt to reach stardom
during the first few episodes each
year. I never expected one of those
contestants to make it in the Top
5, however.
I'm talking, of course, about
recently-eliminated contestant
Sanjaya Malakar. To be fair, Sanjaya wasn't that bad. If he were
performing at one of the many
karaoke bars in Manhattan, he
would probably be a big hit. But
that dude totally did not deserve
a shot at scoring a major record
contract.
It's pretty obvious that the
only reason Sanjaya made it so
far was because of Howard Stern
and his "Vote for the Worst" campaign.
During his daily radio show,
Stern would encourage his loyal
fans to continuously vote for the
worst contestant, in an attempt to
prove that he is the most powerful
person in media.
Although having a train wreck
of a person like Sanjaya win
"American Idol" would have been
really funny, we already had this
happen last year when that Jay
Leno look-a-like won the contest. I think his name was Taylor
Hicks, but does that really matter
anymore? I mean, it's been a year
since he won and he is already a
"has-been."
But this isn't going to happen
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with our Sanjaya. According to the
man himself, his "post-Idol" career
has just begun. The kid actually
thinks he is going places and, the
sad truth is, he is probably right.
He was only off "American
Idol" for one day, and he was
already one of the main guests on
the "Tonight Show with Jay Leno."
Following that, Sanjaya was invited to Capital Hill to have dinner
at the White House. Apparently,
President Bush was a big fan.
Sanjaya isn't stopping there,
though. He has already been confirmed to appear on "Late Night
with David Letterman," "Regis &
Kelly," "Ellen" and "Access Hollywood."
He's even scheduled to perform at this summer's American
Idol Tour. Who in the world is
willing to spend $75 to sit through
a Sanjaya set?
Oh, and I almost forgot the
mop top has even stated that he will
be making a reoccurring appearance on the popular Disney Channel show, "Hannah Montana."
I think America is taking this
Sanjaya craze a little too far. The
whole point of keeping him on Idol
was because it could have caused
the show's demise. I do not want
this mess of a kid becoming the
face of pop culture. That just isn't
fair to Justin Timberlake and the
rest of *NSYNC.
Why does pop culture idolize
these people? No matter which
contestant wins, he/she will still
be singing the same songs given
to him/her.
. It doesn't matter whether or
not Sanjaya won Idol; his single
still would have made No. 1.

Students for Social Jultlte
Support Closing School
of the Americas
BY KRISTIN VILLANUEVA

:y Lorraine Lampe

Idol frenzy: From top to bottom:
Sanjaya, Stern, Hicks and Leno.

Constitutional Relevance in Current News
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

The Bill of Rights is no Dan Brown read, but
over the past few weeks I have seen events that
present questions about which we should all be
concerned.
The principles of the amendments have played a
crucial role in the three most talked about news stories
lately.
Amendment I: Don Imus
Americans are guaranteed the right to free speech,
as long as their speech does not include "nappy-headed
hos." Two weeks ago, radio personality Don Imus was
fired for using that derogatory comment toward the
Rutgers women's basketball team. Now, I realize that
"Imus in the Morning" was dropped by private sector
companies who have the right to drop any show regardless of the amendment, but shouldn't the ideals of the
Constitution hold true in our entire culture? Aren't all
Americans called to respect what someone else says?
Just because it's not something you want to hear does not
give you the right to subject them to public ridicule.
One of the reasons the first amendment was placed
into the Constitution was because those who wrote
it were free speakers. Ben Franklin's rhetoric might
be slightly different than that of Imus's verbiage, but
Franklin's purpose of breaking away from the crown
was a drastic idea at that time. It is the principle of free
speech that allows all opinions to be heard. As Bill
O'Reilly put it in his Open VISIONS forum last fall, "If
you don't like my content, change the channel."
Amendment II: Virginia Tech
On April 16, a shooting at Virginia Tech killed
33 people. Last week's tragedy in Blacksburg, Va.,
has brought about a tremendous amount of debate as
to our right to bear arms. While it is legal to purchase
firearms in the state of Virginia, it is an illegal purchase
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for anyone who is not a permanent resident, as was the
case with Cho Seung-Hui, the student responsible for
the shootings. Many pro-gun advocates will conclude
that gun laws could have prevented this if they were
regulated properly. They will say that this was the act
of one disturbed individual and does not reflect the
acts of most gun owners. Gun owners will advocate
their responsibility with guns, excluding Vice President
Dick Cheney, and state that this was no accident. To an
extent, they are right. If someone could die from a car
when it was used improperly, does that mean we should
stop driving?
Amendment V and VI: Duke
We are innocent until proven guilty, unless we
play for the Duke lacrosse team. A media uproar^ two
expelled students, a fired coach and a cancelled season
with national title implications is a little much for a
couple of preppy kids who were, dare I say, innocent.
Among those to call the boys out were black political
leaders Al Sharpton and Jesse Jackson. If Sharpton and
Jackson were judges, then Collin Finnerty and Reade
Seligmann, two of the Duke lacrosse players accused
of sexually assaulting a stripper, would be on death
row. While neither of the boys will be going to jail, the
incident will follow them wherever they go.
Just as it is said that a Heisman Trophy winner will
be introduced as one for the rest of his life, Finnerty,
Seligmann and now graduated David Evans, will forever
be linked to the controversy. I would tell them to behave
themselves in the future, but they did a year ago too,
and we know what happened with that.
It is clear that the values our forefathers impressed
on society have not been upheld. Yet, the importance
of these values is still tremendously present. If America
was at the high point after we wrote the Constitution,
then it's time to reread that timeless text and interpret
it in its present context.

Thousands of people, including 15 Fairfield students and
four faculty members, gathered in Fort Benning, Ga., on
a warm Sunday afternoon last November.
One street was flooded with people of all ages and backgrounds. People in the crowd played with instruments in the
middle of the road, and hundreds of others sold clothing, gifts
and food on the side.
An observer may have thought there was a parade, bazaar
or party going on. These people were not here for any of these
reasons, however. They were protesting the School of the
Americas (SOA).
SO A closed in 2000 because of a pending vote in Congress,
but it was reopened as Western Hemisphere Institute for Security
Cooperation (WHINSEC) in 2001.
Despite WHINSEC's claim to have changed its curriculum
to focus more on human rights, this does not seem to be the
case.
The school, which started in 1946, trains soldiers from numerous Latin American and South American countries including
El Salvador, Colombia and Guatemala.
Although this may sound harmless, these people receive
sniper training, military intelligence training and interrogation
tactics training.
Multiple SOA graduates have returned to their home countries and committed atrocities against their own people.
Students for Social Justice is making an effort to close
WHINSEC. The club contacted Connecticut Representative
Christopher Shays, who co-sponsored the bill as a result of their
efforts. However, a student does not have to be in the club to
make a difference.
Two examples of the many atrocities SOA grads have committed occurred in El Salvador and Guatemala.
In 1980, two of the three murderers of El Salvadoran archbishop Oscar Romero were SOA graduates. Romero was an
advocate of peace and justice for the poor of El Salvador.
General Efrain Rios Montt, the brutal dictator of Guatemala
from 1982 to 1983, trained at the SOA as well. Montt's regime
tortured and murdered innocent Mayan peasants throughout
the years he was in power. Sadly, these are only two of many
incidents that involve SOA graduates.
Anyone comparing the SOA and WHINSEC curriculum,
which is available at the School of America Watch Web site
www.soaw.org and the Center for International Policy (ciponline.
org), would find no change regarding human rights instruction
and the mission and purpose of the schools.
There is no way of knowing recent information about
WHINSEC graduates because despite demands by Congress,
the Pentagon is denying all requests to provide information
about students and graduates to human rights organizations
and the public.
Steps are being taken, however, by members of Congress
to investigate WHINSEC. In June of 2006, Congress voted on
Massachusetts Representative James McGovern's legislation,
HR 1217, a bill that would "suspend operations at the School of
the Americas, renamed WHINSEC and investigate the history of
human rights abuses and failed policies of the institution."
The bill lost by a close margin, 218 to 188, with 26 no
votes, but because of the mid-term elections in November 2006,
over 20 WHINSEC supporters lost their seats. On March 29,
2007 McGovern reintroduced the same bill, this time entitled
HR 1707.
The vote for this bill could take place as early as the first
week of May. With all the changes in Congress, WHINSEC
could be closed this year.
This week, Students for Social Justice will be having a
campus-wide letter-writing campaign urging Congress to support HR 1707.
Students can
stop by the table
and sign a letter telling Congress that
the effects of the
gross human rights
violations made by
WHINSEC graduates are felt across
the Americas.
Editor's Note:
Kristin Villanueva
is a member of Students for Social Justice.
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Mosh Pit Madness
type of venue not just at rock
concerts. Even now with emo
music the moshing tradition
As summer concert season has continued.
rolls around, so too does the
"Emo is that bit more girltradition of moshing.
friendly, and most pits are a
Moshing dates back to male-only preserve where, trathe 1970s rock scene when ditionally, women don't have
members of the crowd gathered such a big role, said Ambrose
together to slam, shove and "So emo tends to give women
push into one another. There a chance."
is also the more glamorous
In recent years, moshing
aspect of crowd surfing or stage has become a very controdiving where one's body is versial matter due to moshing
pushed around by members of related deaths.
the crowd. A word to the wise:
In 2001 at the Australian
before jumping into a crowd Big Day Out Music Festival a
of people, make sure you have girl was suffocated to death in
some friends who are willing a mosh pit during a Limp Bizkit
to catch you. Otherwise you performance.
will be, as they call it in the
"Moshing is controlled
moshing world, "a
violence., said Amflying Moses."
brose. "It is violence
In order to get
but it should be vioa better understandlence by mutual coning of the moshing
sent. There is nothing
world, we sought
worse than bullying
out a moshing exor forcing people to
pert Joe Ambrose.
participate in pits
He wrote "Moshpit:
when they just don't
The Violent Wolrd
want to."
of Mosh Pit CulFor everyone
ontri
ture," where he acwho is not into the
cumulated five years Moshing upside moshing scene you are
down: Ambrose's
of information about
missing out on what
book cover.
moshing from fans
Ambrose calls a natural
and bands alike.
high.
Ambrose became involved
"I think you've got to do
something a bit more involved
in moshing by accident.
"I was at an open air fes- at a punk rock show or a rap
tival one day and got acciden- metal night than tapping your
tally sucked into a moshpit. feet. You're the loser if you
I found it both terrifying and don't," said Ambrose.
exhilarating. I think that's how
a lot of people end up moshAmbrose's book is "Moshing for the first time; they get pit: The Violent World of Mosh
kind of sucked in, like into a Pit Culture." Also check out
whirlpool,"he said.
Ambrose's new book "Chelsea
Moshing according to Hotel Manhattan."
Ambrose, can happen at any
BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

Contributed Photo

BY JP PORRETTA
Summer is slowly approaching
with only two weeks of class left.
All we have to do is survive these
weeks of papers and finals, and then
our summer officially begins.
For some people, hanging at the
beach and enjoying the warm weather is the best part of summer. Others
look forward to the three months free
of homework and school. I look forward to the many summer concerts
and festivals.
But before the summer even
comes, what better way to get away
from studying for finals than to attend the annual Bamboozle Festival
at the Meadowlands in East Rutherford, N.J. It is taking place on May
5-6, this year's lineup brings some
of the most popular names in the
music world all on one jam-packed

weekend. Linkin' Park, My Chemical Romance, Muse, Taking Back
Sunday, Weird Al'Yankovic, Jack's
Mannequin, Brand New, New Found
Glory, HellogoodBye, State Radio
and even hip-hop icon M.C. Hammer
will be making appearances.
Not into the whole emo-rock
scene? Don't worry, there's still
something out there for you. The
four day-long Bonnaroo Festival
makes its return to Manchester, TN,
this June, bringing one of its most
powerful lineups yet.
Taking place from June 14-17,
this year's show brings acts such as
The Police, Tool, the White Stripes,
Widespread Panic, The Flaming
Lips, Franz Ferdinand, Damien Rice,
The Roots, Ben Harper and about a
hundred more.
The Bonnaroo Festival is always a fun experience, spending

four nice summer days with some
of your favorite bands, camping
out on the lawn with about 150,000
other fans. A road trip with a bunch
of friends is one of the best parts of
the festival.
For a show closer to the instate area, I recommend checking
out this year's Live Earth, presented
by former Vice President Al Gore.
In an effort to bring awareness to
the global warming crisis, Gore and
friends have planned seven explosive
concerts to take place on July 7, very
reminiscent of Live 8.
Live Earth's North American
show will take place at Giant's
Stadium in Jersey, bring over 20 of
today's biggest acts, including John
Mayer, The Police, Akon, Fall Out
Boy, Kelly Clarkson, Kayne West,
SEE "CONCERTS" ON

P. 11

Battle of the Bands Rocks The Levee Green Light for 'One Stoplight'
Mezzocchi's Project Takes Off

BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

ranged from music fans to hungry students
who stumbled into the event looking for
pizza. "We are friends with Box Office
Exchange, we are staying to see them then
we will probably head out," said Megan
McLaughlin'10.
"This is my third performance at
Fairfield and this is the biggest crowd yet,"
said Lisa Haylon '10 who performed third
under the impromptu name of Elisoul and
Company. "We actually met up two days ago
and put this together in two long nights,"
said Haylon about the collaboration.
Haylon displayed her powerful voice
over a four-song set of soul music that
can be likened to Joss Stone.
The night finished with the Dan
Vaughan Band and their Dave
Matthew's Band sound. The
Dan Vaughan Band played
solid set and closed the night strong.
As things rapped up, the judges
came to the decision with Elisoul and Company taking home
the prize.
"[I'm] surprised, said Haylon. "We're going to go back to
the factory and do some more."

This past Thursday, the volume at The
Levee was pumped up by FUSA's Battle
of the Bands. The night included eclectic
performances from local Fairfield University
bands ranging from classic rock to acoustic
soul.
After an hour delay The Logan's
Groovers started off the night with covers
of Jimi Hendrix's "Foxy Lady" and Lynard
Skynard's "Free Bird."
"The guy in the hat was
insane," said Gabrielle
Brygider '10 about the
Groovers' performance.
Next up was the band
with the best name as
deemed by the MC,
The Box Office Exchange.
Unlike the'60s
tribute from the
Logan's Groovers,
The Box Office
Exchange played
its original emo
sound. The Exchange
pumped
*
,r
Elyse Raby/The Mirror
up

the

mixed

crowd. The crowd

A

real talent: Haylon was the winner.

BY JACK MCNAMARA

Be sure to stop by the Quick Center
this week and catch "The One Stoplight
in Hollis," a stimulating show that is the

Jack McNamara/The Mirror

Hollis combines film and stage:
Sophia (Tess Brown '07) witnesses a
memory on screen.

end result of two year's worth of work
by director and graduating senior Jared
Mezzocchi '07.
This two-act production fluidly combines film and theatre, as featured characters move from the stage onto, the silver
screen. An independent project, "The
One Stoplight in Hollis" is not an official
Theatre Fairfield production and features
a professional acting cast in addition to
Fairfield students.
Premiering this Wednesday, shows
will continue all the way through Sunday.

One Stoplight
in Hollis
The Quick Center
April 25-29
8 p.m.
Saturday, 2 p.m.
Sunday, 12 p.m.
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Avril Lavigne's New Album
is The Worst 'Damn Thing1
BY LILY NORTON

The title of Avril Lavigne's new CD,
"The Best Damn Thing," is exemplary of
the CD's general mood. Lavigne has a
new attitude and listeners can definitely
hear her new found self-confidence in the
tracks. What does this confidence do for
Lavigne's music? If you were expecting
something bigger and better, you will be
severely disappointed.
Instead, we're stuck with a Fergie/
Gwen Stefani wannabe whose attempt at hip
hop dancing, which can be seen in the music
video "Girlfriend", is pitiful. The only move
she can pull off is clapping her hands.
"Girlfriend," the first single off "The
Best Damn Thing" has already won the
hearts of pop music lovers. Nonetheless,
the song has no substance.
A little piece of work called "Hot"
imitates the Tony Basil "Hey Mickey" routine. However, instead of being a jealous
lover, "Hot" makes Lavigne sound like a
prostitute.
The lyrics go, "You make me so hot/you
make me want to drop/you're so ridiculous/I
can barely stop." OK. I know you love your
Sum 41 husband, but please, keep that talk
inside the bedroom.
The title track "The Best Damn Thing,"
is a let down where endless amounts of
"yeahs" and "hey, hey, hey" must be toler-

The
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ated to eventually arrive at the actual music.
On this track, the most intelligent of the lyrics include Lavigne explaining that she hates
it when her man doesn't understand about
that "certain time of the month."
Watch out for the track "I Don't Have
to Try," during which Avril repeatedly tells
a boy that she's the one that "wears the
pants." Lavigne even tries to do screamo
in this song, which is needless to say embarrassing.
In some tracks, "I Don't Have to Try,"
you can readily hear a Sum-41 influence,
which doesn't work too well for Lavigne.
Lavigne does find some opportunity to
return to her real sound in ballads such as
"Runaway" and "When You're Gone." Fans
who grew up on "Losing Grip," her first
album, will surely appreciate these tracks.
One of the only quality tracks on the album
is "Keep Holding On," which was made for
the movie "Eragon."
After listening to the whole album
Lavigne must have used a time machine
to go back before her first album "Losing
Grip." This is the only reasonable explanation for her bratty teenager sound. Maybe
Lavigne was hit too hard with the rejection
of her 2004 album "Under My Skin" which
was an endless amount of songs all about
depression and anger. Now that Lavigne is
married, shouldn't she be reaching a more
mature sound than vice versa?
Hopefully, Lavigne will eventually
settle down, stop being unsuccessfully
experimental, and return to her acoustic
Canadian self. Still, her serious fans
will still listen to her after this one.
One would expect Lavigne to
go on a big U.S. tour to promote
"The Best Damn Thing," but instead Lavigne will do a world tour
all summer.
So, what can I say but "Hey
hey, you you, I don't like your album."

Mirror

Black Violins' Surprise Students

James Nguyen/The Mirror

Pioneering violin hip-hop: Kev Marcus and Wil B playing in the
BCC.

BY LILY NORTON

put me in the wrong
class. It was fate,
really."
They both attended the Dillard
High School of Performing Arts where
they concentrated
on classical music.
Marcus
said, "We played
straight-classical
music for the most
part, but we were
always playing hip-

hop on the side."
Their new album will be coming out
this summer. It is their first album, but they
have made many mix tapes which Marcus
commented that "Black Violin" is known
for." They debuted a track from their upcoming album at their Fairfield concert.
"Our foundation is classical and we
would be very hard to mimic because we've
been playing for 15 years," said Marcus.
"With this experience,
~~~
~
'
duo is certainly We didn't plan to be hip-hop we're paving the way
an interesting vi0Unists or pioneers. It just for something."
Marcus said, "I
pair
/
J»
The 23-year- happened.
barely tell people on
Kev Marcus
olds, Wil B and
the-streets that I play
violin because 50 perBlack Violin
Kev Marcus,
cent of the people I met
played violin
;
have played violin at
over backtracks by
artists including Sean Paul, Gnarls Barkley, one point or another. The only difference
Beyonce, Nelly Furtado, Lupe Fiasco, The between us and them is that we just kept goFugees, Biggie Smalls and Justin Timber- ing. We didn't plan to be hip-hop violinists
lake. They also rap, sing along with the or pioneers. It just happened."
Student reactions to the performance
tracks or beat box, which makes for an
were all positive.
enthralling show.
These young men are certainly tal"It was amazing. As a future member
ented. Marcus has been playing violin for of the FUSA concert committee, I was re16 years and Wil B has been playing for ally impressed;;1" Kat#S##ters '09 said. "I
13 years.
hope that we have more events like this
"The violin was chosen for me by next year."
my mother, and I got into it and liked it,"
"I have been busy doing diversity
Marcus said. "Fifteen years later, I can't events this semester," Jacqueline Mylroi
be mad at it."
'09 said, "This event is an example of what
"My story is a little different," said should be coming to perform on campus."
Black Violin said the show went great
Will B. "When I was going into eighth
grade, I wanted to play saxophone but they as well. "WeloveF.U."
If you weren't in the lower level of the
BCC this Monday night, you missed the
performance of Black Violin, a pioneering
duo sponsered by FUSA.
At first, many were questioning what
would actually transpire. The audience was
impressed as soon as their bows strung
across their violins and some were so into
performance that people started dancing.
The Florida ~
"

Scarecrow Collection's 'Frequency Disaster' is Amazing
BYKAC ERILEY
1
: —_—
Scarecrow Collection can best be described by their
own lyrics in "Shell it Out," a song featured on their
upcoming album, "Radio Frequency Disaster." "There's
more than meets the eye."
■;, The band from New Jersey has a local following
ever since A.J. Keirans, the band's manager, invited the
band almost four years ago on his radio show "Sharin' in
the Groove," at 88.5 WVOF. "Mike's (bass) sister Nicole
had sfent me a promo CD of the band and I invited them
to come down and perform on the show, Kerians said.
"Having done the show for several years, I knew several
promoters and bookers that I gladly introduced to the band,
and their music. Things progressed and I began taking on
more of the day to day of the band."
Since then, Scarecrow Collection has been fea-

tured in Relix Magazine, received "New Groove of the
Month" honors on jambands.com, showcase at the CMJ
Music Marathon, signed a record deal with Harmonized
Records and released two albums.
The band's music is featured in regular rotation on
both Sirius Satellite Radio and XM Radio among other
stations throughout the country.
On MySpace, the band bills itself as "rock n roots
music with a touch of Latin, jazz, funk, reggae and more,"
but the band definitely has a "jam band" following. While
"Frequency" will certainly please folk rock fans, the
album should definitely win new listeners from a variety
of backgrounds.
Fee's crisp vocals draw you into "Frequency" on the
opening track, "I Won't Leave You There," a catchy tune
with a neat guitar riff playing in the background.
Sounds from the '60s and 70s are apparent in all of
the tracks, especially my favorite, "Act that Way," a song

reminiscent of early 70's blues-based rock songs.
Their new album is a relaxing, laid back and chill.
Their live shows which are just as, if not more, enjoyable.
The future for the band is bright, as it has teamed up
with a national booking agency and planned to increase
its touring schedule and break out into new markets to
promote "Radio Frequency Disaster." The tour began on
Friday, April 20 and will continue throughout the year.
The band comes back to the local
area on Friday, May 25 at the Acoustic Cafe on Fairfield Avenue in the
heart of Black Rock. So, come out
and see them rock the Acoustic Cafe
again and snag their CD from scarecrowcollection.net.
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* Don t Run Away from this Hot Fuzz'
BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

The makers of the popular 2004 zombie flick "Shaun of the Dead" are back with
another parody. Instead of zombie flicks
Edgar Wright and Simon Pegg are paying
tribute to the cheesiness of cop films like
"Bad Boys" and the "Lethal Weapon"
series in "Hot Fuzz."
"Fuzz" is the story of officer Nicholas Angel (Simon Pegg) who can best be
described as a workaholic who takes his
job a little too serious.
Angel makes the rest of the London
police force look like slackers. In an attempt to look better, the force has Angel
transferred to the small country town of
Sanford, where the most action he will see
is a swan on the loose.
Angel then meets his foil the forever
slacking ice cream eating cop Danny Butterman (played by "Shaun of the Dead's"
Nick Frost) and is forced to adjust to life
at his pace. Sanford has no crime but a lot

Contributed Photo

Swan on the loose: Officer Angel's (Simon Pegg) first day on the job with Officer Butterman (Nick Frost), working hard to catch a
roudy swan.
of accidents. Business is slow until Angel
starts to notice a pattern to all of the accidents. What ensues is an all out action
gorge fest that can only come from as they
say, "The guys who have watched every
action film ever made."
"Fuzz" plays to all the action film
parodies like the bad guy dropping not-sosubtle hints about their crimes, somewhat
gay male bonding between the leads and
actions scenes that not even Evil Knievel
could survive.
The film even snatches scenes directly
from films like "Fistful of Dollars," where
Clint rides into town on a horse with a
toothpick in mouth ready to kick some
butt. When you feel that the mocking

Summer Concerts
CONTINUED FROM P.

9

Bon Jovi, Dave Matthews Band, Sheryl
Crow, Roger Waters of Pink Floyd and
the long-Oawaited return of the Smashing
Pumpkins. Tickets range from $53-$350,
but hurry, tickets are going fast.
Chicago's Lollapalooza festival will
be taking over Grant Park from August
3-5. The three-day weekend includes Pearl
Jam, Ben Harper, Muse,
Snow Patrol, Daft Punk,
Modest Mouse, Interpol,
Yeah Yeah Yeahs, Pete
Yorn, The Roots and tons
more, all for the reasonable price of $195.
Yeah, I know you're
thinking that's not too
reasonable, but three
days of concerts for that
price sounds pretty reasonable to me.
The Van's Warped Tour is back for it's
13th year, once again bringing a punk rock
roster that won't disappoint.
Traveling all over the United States and
even some parts of Canada, the Warped Tour
trek will run from June till August, bringing
along bands such as Alkaline Trio, Coheed
and Cambria, New Found Glory, Red Jumpsuit Apparatus, The Starting Line, Straylight
Run, Sum 41, Underoath, The Used, Bad
Religion, Yellowcard and more.
: None of your favorite bands playing
tiy of this year's many festivals?
Don't worry; plenty of bands are going
to be doing their own tours too. John Mayer

is doing his solo tour this summer with opening act Ben Folds.
Fans of pop punk will enjoy this years
Honda Civic Tour as well, which is bringing
Fall Out Boy, +44 and the Academy Is to a
city near you all on one stage.
If you enjoyed Sacred Heart's spring
concert, check out The Goo Goo Dolls
again this summer, as they hit up most of
the major cities, bringing along Lifehouse
as their opening act.
And how could I forget
everyone's favorite, Justin
Timberlake. After the release of his newest album,
"FutureSex/LoveSounds,"
Timberlake has been touring non-stop all over the
•world.
Timberlake will once
again come to the tri state
Contributed Photo area this summer, performing at the Continental Airlines Arena and Madison Square Garden.
If you have any friends who have seen
Timberlake live, you know that his shows
are a guaranteed fun time.
Will the massive selection of summer
concerts to choose from it would be a shame
if you decided not to go to any.
Every summer I look forward to driving
out to Long Island and watching my favorite
bands at Jones Beach performing right on
the water. Oh, and don't forget to check
out the American Idol tour; Sanjaya will
perform. And why would you want to miss
out on an opportunity to see Sanjaya?

could not be any more obvious Butterman forces Angel to watch all the films
they are parodying including classics like
"Bad Boy II."
Although it may seems that Wright
and Pegg are simply doing a comedic
form of what Tarantino has just done
with "Grindhouse," "Fuzz" isn't try to be
the big box office action film but rather
relishes in mocking them.
The dialogue is witty including the
mocking of classic action lines such as
putting someone in the freezer and saying
to them, "Cool it." Pegg and Frost deliver
the same great comedic performances as
in "Shaun of the Dead."
Much like the "Scary Movie" series,

if you haven't seen the films being parodied then the jokes will not be as funny.
Although most of the dialogue comedic
punch comes from an understanding of the
action genre, there is still a lot comedy that
doesn't involve a action junkie history, like
the exchange between the inn runner and
Angel where she calls him a fascist and he
calls her a hag but only because it happens
to be in a crossword she is working on.
Before "Fuzz" was a preview for a
rocky boxing parody. We can only hope
that Wright and Pegg don't run out of
films to mock, but the way Hollywood
is going, they be working for the rest of
their lives.
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Summer Housing Adjustments:
Students Staying at Fairfield During Vacation Will Live in Dorms Due to Construction
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

In previous years, students who were admitted to live
on campus for the summer were housed in the apartments.
This year, however, their only option will be to live in
Loyola Hall dorms.
The apartments will instead house those attending
campus conferences, who would previously have been
housed in the townhouse area that will now be closed due
to construction.
"For the next two summers, the townhouses will be off
line for the renovations of the basements into garden apartments," said Deborah Cady, director of Residence Life.
Instead of the kitchenette, living room area, private
bathroom and air-conditioning offered in the apartments,
students will be left with the limited ammenities offered
in a dorm.
FUSA President Hutch Williams '08 is one student
who will be living on campus this summer.
"It's unfortunate, but the construction on the townhouses is something that has to be done," said Williams.
"It's the luck of the draw."
There will also be non-students staying on campus for
summer camps and other programs. They will be housed
in other buildings on the quad.
Even though housing accomodations have changed,
students are still opting to stay on campus during the summer months.
Living in Loyola Hall is also less expensive than the
townhouses and apartments, according to Cady.
"The cost for students to live in Loyola Hall is $ 16.50
per day, which is the residence hall rate, versus $29 per
day for the apartments/townhouses rate of last summer,"
said Cady.
According to the Fairfield Web site, reasons to request
housing include, but are not limited to, taking a class, an
approved internship or research with a professor.
To apply for summer residence, students are required
to fill out a summer housing request form that includes
general contact information, roommate preference and a

housing request.
A common reason students stay on campus in the summer is the opportunity to serve as a summer RA, working
full time in the Office of Residence Life as well as serving
night and weekend responsibilities.
The Office of Residence Life hires 14 RAs who are
required to work 35 hours per week in a combination of
day, evening and weekend hours.
According to the job description, an RA is an undergraduate student who serves as an integral member of the
Residence Life team in managing the day-to-day opera-

Living in Loyola: Due to construction of the townhouses,
students who stay at Fairfield over the summer will be
housed in Loyola Hall.

tions of the summer housing program.
In compensation for their time, RAs are paid $9 per
hour and receive free summer housing, which consists of
a single room in one of the dorms located on the quad.
While on campus for the summer, the amenities available to students are the RecPlex, the Stag and Jazzman's
Cafe, while the Barone Campus Center Dining Hall will

remain closed.
In addition to the fun students have on campus during
the summer, there remains responsibilities to be met.
The responsibilities of summer RAs include attending
and participating in all required training programs, assisting the daily operations of all summer residence halls, serving as a resource for summer residents, providing relevant
and development programming offerings for residents and
assisting with Office of Residence Life initiatives.
According to the Web site, this is a great opportunity
for students to develop their organizational and leadership
skills while also having an opportunity to meet and work
alongside alumni, University officials and partners outside
the University.
Some students, however, are not excited about having
to live in a dorm for the summer instead of the apartments
that housed students in previous summers.
Melissa Guildford '08, a chemistry major, is staying on
campus this summer to do research with Matthew Kubasik,
chair of the chemistry department.
"It doesn't seem fair that we have only a micro-frige
and one kitchen to share," said Guildford.
Despite the disappointment, many students said they
will stick it out and remain on campus.
"I would rather have research experience even if I don't
receive better accomodations," said Guilford.
Other students are living on campus for different
reasons.
Galen Vinter '09, for example, will be living at
Fairfield to take part in an off-campus internship on Post
Road.
Like Guildford, Vinter has complaints about being
housed in a dorm.
"It's inconvient to live in a dorm as opposed to the
ammenities offered in an apartment," said Vinter.
A common complaint aside from not having their own
bathroom or kitchen is the lack of air-conditioning.
"It's going to be close to impossible to live here without necessities available in an apartment," said Vinter.

Public Safety's Little-Known Lost and Found Piques Student Interest
BY KERI HARRISON

What would you do if you happened to be out on
campus with your cell phone, iPod or StagCard and, the
next thing you know, it disappeared?
Instead of freaking out and searching everywhere,
you can simply head over to Public Safety, where there
is a lost and found for student possessions.
According to Michael Lauzon, assistant director of
Public Safety, items that normally come to the lost and
found range from iPods and wallets to keys and hats.
The lost and found at Public Safety, among others
in the Campus Center and the Rec Plex, has been around
for over 25 years and has proved to be beneficial on
campus.
"It is a location where items that are found by the public may be dropped off and held until the rightful owner
can be found," said Lauzon. "It is also a place where if
someone has lost an item, they may check to see if their
lost item has been found."
For many years, this lost and found program has
proven to be useful because of the many contacts across
campus and the collaboration of students and Public
Safety.
Many students agreed.
"It's definitely such a good idea," said Gabrielle Giuliano '10. "It's nice to know that if you lose something of
high-monetary value, such as an iPod or your cell phone,
you can go look in one place instead of losing your mind
searching everywhere."
"Of course, you have to hope that whoever finds it
brings it to Public Safety, but it's definitely reassuring,"
she added.
Elyse Nye '10 agreed.
"I think it's definitely effective because students
have a central place to go when they lose something,"

said Nye.
As much as Public Safety is trying to help the student
body, students themselves need to take initiative for it to
fully work, said Lauzon.
If someone was to discover something obviously
lost, he or she should take it straight to the Public Safety
office. This way, the lost and found program can work
to its full advantage.
In addition to receiving items from students from
various housing buildings, lost items also come in from
other sources across campus.
A program like this relies on the honor code of the
particular student who finds a lost item, in the hope that

Sebastian Sarmiento/The Mirror

Searching for something?: Students can stop by Public
Safety's lost and found to look for missing items.

the student will bring it straight to Public Safety.
There are cases on campuses nationwide when a
student discovers an item and keeps it instead of trying
to find the rightful owner.
"You do have to worry a little that someone will bring
[a lost item] straight to Public Safety instead of keeping
it for themselves," Giuliano said.
Not only does Public Safety have to worry about
people not turning in lost items, they are also concerned
that students will come in and falsely claim an item as
theirs. This has been done on numerous occasions, according to a recent U-Wire article.
Most schools, in fact, ask specific questions to students regarding the item about which they are inquiring
to make sure that the item will be returned to the rightful
owner.
Stefany Accino '09 has been placed in the situation of
being approached with lost items many times before.
As an RA in Gonzaga, she says she has been approached numerous times from students who have found
lost items.
Most of the time, the items belong to students in her
building, usually StagCards or cell phones, so she has
been able to handle it on her own.
However, she has dealt with Public Safety on several
occasions when the item did not belong to someone she
knew resided in her building.
"There was one time when my friend found keys
in the Quad," said Accino. "We brought them to Public
Safety and they were able to find the owner.
"It's a good program, but it really requires students
going to Public Safety instead of them going to look for
the students," she added.

CAMPUS LIFE
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Business School Students Get Locked Out of Classes

BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

This semester business students were dismayed to
see classes for fall 2007 fill up particularly quickly. Even
seniors struggled to be admitted into courses they need to
fulfill their major requirements.
"Due to the demand of various business courses from
both majors and minors, the majority of our courses do fill
up quickly each semester," said Mark Ligas, acting as assistant dean of undergraduate programs for Norm Solomon,
who is currently on maternity leave.
. Each semester, it is likely that seniors are unable to
get into major classes they need during official registration
in the spring semester. In cases such as this, the business
school responds by having a waitlist for courses.
"If a student does not get into a course, they put his/her
name and their desired course on a waitlist," said Ligas.
"Our office then spends the weeks that follow looking at the
various course requests and working with the departments,
in order to best accommodate the students."
One attempt the business school has taken to prevent
this problem is to offer courses that all business students
need to take, regardless of major, such as the business core,
each semester.
This way, if students are unable to take a course in the
fall, they can pick it up in the spring.
To help alleviate the senior scramble to find classes,

the business school will often add more courses.
Whenever a class closes, the departments work to add
additional sections, which Ligas assured is happening this
semester.
"Unfortunately, we are unable to add them immediately
after a section closes because the departments must make
decisions about when the additional course should occur
in the schedule and who will teach the added sections,"
said Ligas.
After the departments make decisions about courses
and time codes, each waitlisted student is contacted and
informed of new course options.
Students then are given time to modify their schedules
to make the added course fit. Finally, the department works
with the registrar to enroll students in the new sections.
One additional way the problem is solved is to add
students to already existing classes.
"In some cases, we do also add extra students to already
closed courses," said Ligas. "However, most of our courses
are 'capped' at 25 or 30 students, and it is our policy in the
School of Business to not add more than a few students
to already-full sections because this is counter not only
to Fairfield's, but also the School of Business' mission of
keeping the class sizes at levels where the students feel
comfortable and able to approach the professors, as well
as one another."
Although the situation can be frustrating, the business

school is working hard to give everyone the courses they
need.
"As I work one-on-one with each student, I know that
some of them feel anxious and frustrated, but I will also
say that they understand the demand for the courses, and
they respect the fact that we are ultimately able to provide
the courses and/or guidance, so that they will remain on
track to graduate," said Ligas.

Bill McBain/The Mirror

Business classes closed: The Dolan School of Business seeks to open more classes for students who need
to fulfill their major requirements.

Students Pitch In To Make Earth Day Events Successful

ampe

Sneaker mountain: Students donate old sneakers to be reused.

As part of the week-long
Earth Day events, Fairfield's
Student Environmental Association collected worn and tired
sneakers from members of the University community. The athletic
shoes will be transformed into environmentally-playgound surfacing
and equipment.
On Saturday, several students
gathered to fill up bags of trash from
the Fairfield Beach area in SEA's anCourtney Siegert/The Mirror
Beach Clean-up: Students participate in a recycling effort on a local
nual Beach Clean-Up.
beach.

Summer
at Southern.
• Graduate • Undergraduate • Days • Evenings • Weekends • Online •

Casual Dining &Take Out
STUDENT
SPECIALS!
*must have a school ID

Micro Brewed
Beer & Wine

Gyros, Chicken & Burgers

earn transfer credits

study abroad

Burger
Cheeseburger
Mushroom Burger
Bacon Cheeseburger

$5.50
$6.00
$6.45
$6.45

Pizza Burger
Buffalo Wings

$6.25
$7.95

w/ cheese & onions

A May 29 -June 29, 2007
SESSION B July 2 - August 3, 2007
SESSION C August 6 - August 24, 2007
SESSION

HirSouthern Connecticut State University
New Haven, Connecticut • 203-392-SCSU • 1-888-500-SCSU

For information and a Summer Session catalog, call or visit our Web site.
Register online at www.SouthemCT.edu

2006
Best Greek &
Best Middle
Eastern

STUDENT SPECIALS
One free beer with any platter. Dine in only.
Offer valid with student ID.
$2.50 bottled beer all day on Wednesdays.
*Must be 21 years or older to consume alcohol.

600 undergraduate and
graduate classes
exciting scheduling options
and affordable rates

FVRnnncorYrv
REAM 8S( POLL

TYRO
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MasterCard &
Visa accepted

ake your plans now for
Summer Session at
Southern Connecticut
State University.

SECOND PLACE

WEEKLY
• REST*
OF

Deluxe
$8.00
$8.50
$8.95
$8.95

Second Place - Weekly Best of Fairfield County
Rest Greek
Gyro
Souvlaki
Chicken Kabob
Grilled Chicken
All served with a pita and tzalziki, tomato and onion.
Your choice of sandwich or platter.

$8.75

All burgers served wl lettuce, tomato & onions on
an artisan bakery bun. All deluxe burgers served wl
lettuce, tomato, onions, coleslaw, french fries & pickle.

Rest Middle Eastern
Falafel
Chicken Kabob
Grilled Chicken
All served with a pita and hummus, Israeli salad and
tahini. Your choice of sandwich or platter.

1485 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield • Connecticut
203.334.GYRO • 203.334.4976

www.biggyro.com
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Editor: Mary McCall

Dan McClorey
I'd describe Mock Wedding in a single
word, but I'm pretty sure it wouldn't fly
with The Mirror editors. Let's just say if
I had to pick a word to rhyme with the one
I'd like to use, it would be "spit-show."
Normal people would consider an
hour bus ride with no air-conditioning
on a 75-degree day to be a bad thing.
They'd expect that situation to become a
catastrophe since they earlier stuffed
themselves into a three-piece suit and
spent the afternoon assaulting their
bodies with various alcoholic pollutants. I considered that bus ride
the best I can remember.
Normal people would
consider losing two hours
of open bar to be a setback. The class of '07
stepped their drinking
up to DefCon One levels and made the party
happen while Aqua Turf
management threw a col
lective hissy fit.
But the Mock Wedding
was more than just a "spit
show." It marked the beginning
of the end for the class of '07, which will
now be faced with a series of "lasts." The
last week of class, the last final and the
last time that some of us will ever see one
another again.
Well, here is my first "last" (if that
makes any sense): the last He Said. It's
been a hell of a run embarrassing friends

April 26, 2007
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HE said / SHE said
Signing Off
and family on a weekly basis with some
of the inappropriate things I've written.
They might be relieved it's finally over,
but I'll miss it.
I just want to thank the little people
that read this article on a weekly basis
for their undying love and support. You
helped make me quasi-famous this year
and for that, all eleven of you should be
proud.
I'm also proud. I fulfilled my
promise this year to keep it real.
Yes, sometimes the content has been
complete poppycock, but I didn't
embellish a thing and I don't for
>'* a second regret every in/ jk stance of debauchery I've
"\ recounted or every asinine
statement I've made.
Meg kept it real as
well, in print and in life.
Sometimes she needed to
be forced by the authorities
to keep it real. It's okay Meg,
there's a little bit of sexual
deviant in all of us. Just a bit
more than average in you.
(Sorry Meg. I know, it's the
pot calling the kettle black).
At this point I'm rambling like Paulie
Walnuts. The previous paragraphs have
been my foreplay to a climatic goodbye.
Following suit, that goodbye will be anything but climatic, just disappointingly
quick and unsatisfying. So here you go:
Peace, I'm outta here.

Workout for the whole semester for only $99That's less than your Art History Book.

Scary, but true: the year is coming to
an end and it's time to say good-bye
to your beloved He Said and She Said
of '07. Thanks for putting up with our poor
writing skills and weak attempts to entertain
everyone all year. Your patience has been
appreciated.
I'm sure the question burning in your
minds now is, "Umm, hey, She Said,
what's next? A column in The Boston
Globe? An exciting career in the
world of advertising, television,
or fashion design perhaps?"
Well friends, it seems as
of right now my $120,000+
Jesuit education has set me up
for a glamorous career in
waitressing. My account
ing classes will save
me hours this summer
figuring out how much
to charge for 12 Bud
Diesels, one Fish and
Chip, two shots of
Jack and 15 percent Dbagtax (Please be nice
to your waitresses this
summer everyone. Don't forget we spend
a lot of alone time with your food).
More importantly, I'd like to offer up
some advice to the future She Saids that
may be reading. Please understand that
anything you write for the paper can and
will be torn up, ripped apart, and rewritten
by Ben Doody (or future Ben Doody) and
his Mirror cronies. I'm sure by this point

Meg Donlon
in this article alone, seven, maybe eight
classic one liners have been thrown in the
recycling bin of The Mirror office. So,
yes, this means I'm actually even funnier
than you all thought.
Also, when they take an absolutely
hideous picture of you for the paper, get
it retaken or else end up with something
that doesn't do your pretty selfjustice all
year. Ask my grandmother, sister, roommate, cousin, Brian Hubbard, anyone!
I'm really a babe.
This brings up another piece of
advice: I find sarcasm and making
fun of yourself always goes over
well.
Another ingredient for a
successful She Said? A great
He Said of course! I don't
know what I would have
done this year with out
Fairfield's favorite beef
cake, Dan McClorey by
my side. Not only is Dan
easy on the eyes, he's actually quite funny and a pretty
decent guy.
Ok, I'm sure you're all tearing up by
now, so it's time to say goodbye. It's been
a great run. Good luck with all your future
endeavors, Fairfield U. You'll be missed,
but don't think you've seen the last of
Meg Donlon. When you least expect it,
I'll show up stumbling down Reef Road
talking about the glory days. Until then,
thank you and GO STAGS!

Dan & Meag are
graduating...

Apply to be the next..

E said /

SHE

send

Just answer the following question in 400 words:

What are the best and
worst parts of being a
freshman guy or girl?
• Multiple.30,(1)0 square foot state of-the-art facilities
• I'nlimittwfREE tanning in brand new stand-up booths
FtTNE&S CLUBS
• 31X1 group exorcise classes per week, including spinning.;
FairfieicJ • ess Commerce Drive
and Pilate*, belly dancing and boot camp
Across from Super Duper Weenie
• Private flat-screen televisions on all cardio equipment
www.theedgefitnessctubs.com
• Connecticut's tnost comprehensive free-weight area
334.5505

Amazing Clubs! • Amazing Service! • Amazing Price!
Valid for students 17-23 with school ID. Semester membersh>ps good through 12/21*06. New members or»fy Other restncfeons may app*¥ Caff 334-WGS k-i "ve-jeii

E-mail your column as an attachment
by May 1st to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

Meg is graduating too...
Question of the Week
Apply today to themirror@stogweb.fairfield.edu
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
by
Do You Feel Safe at Fairfield After What
Meghan Chasse

Happened at Virginia Tech?

At Eastern Mountain Sports we're making it easy
to lead a double life. Just show us your college
student ID" and you'll get 15% OFF everything
in the store. Because every now and then you
need to hit the trail instead of the books,
right? Stop by or check us out online at
www.ems.com to find a store near you.
EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS
"Present your currently valid college or university student ID and provide your email address to the cashier at any Eastern
Mountain Sports retail store location to receive a discount of 15% OFF full-priced merchandise. Presentation of a valid
college or university student ID and a valid email address is required to receive this discount. Offer valid at Eastern
Mountain Sports retail locations only. Not valid for purchases at wwwemscom or over the phone. This offer may not be
combined with other discounts or with coupons. Offer good for the purchase of full-priced merchandise only. In-stock
merchandise only. No rainchecks. Discount will not apply to Merrell® products shipping and handling, repurchase of
returned merchandise, product rentals or gift cards Offer not available to Eastern Mountain Sports employees. Other
limitations and exclusions may apply—see store for details.

Turnpike Shopping Center
1939 Blackrock Turnpike, Fairfield, CT 06825

(203) 255-3330
Hours: Mon-Fri 9545-7J0Opm,Sat 9:30-6:30 pm
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Grabbing a Bite To Eat in the Stag
PHOTO
HUNT

Can You
Spot the 6
Changes?
Head to
ww.fairfieidmirror.com!

for the
answers...

Good Luck!
by Elyse Raby

Cc
career corner

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

SENIORS, JUNIORS & SOPHOMORES:
In addition to regional and national employers posting position openings
through eRecruiting, Fairfield's own Online Jon Board is located at www,
fairrield.edu/careers. To access trie Board you need to enter trie password.

How To GET THE MOST FOR YOUR BOOK!

Forgot the password.. .contact trie Career Planning Center at cpc@mail.
rairrield.edu or call ext. 4081.

check regularly.

$ If your professor is using the same text next semester
your book will be worth half of the purchased price until
the demand is filled.

Company Deadlines on eRecruiting

$ Keep your book in good condition

Internship opportunities continue to be posted on eRecruiting. Be sure to

4/28/07
4/29/07
4/29/07
4/29/07
4/29/07
4/29/07
4/29/07
4/29/07
4/29/07
4/30/07
4/30/07
4/30/07
4/30/07
4/30/07
4/30/07
4/30/07
4/30/07
4/30/07
4/30/07
4/30/07

Enterprise Rent-a-Car
Management Trainee
Jrs & Srs
Fidelity Investments
Actuarial Intern
Juniors
Telemarketing Sales
EBC Wireless
Seniors
General Service Associate McGladrey & Pullen
Seniors
Tax
Associate
McGladrey & Pullen
Seniors
Math WriterSeniors
Online Instructional Content
Communication Fitness
Seniors
Credit Manager
Wells Fargo Financial
Juniors
Training & Development,
Finance, Information Systems
U.S. Surgical
Juniors
Accounts Payable Asst Greenfield Partners
New England Center
Seniors
Teachers
lor Children
PSS World Medical
Seniors
Medical Supply Sales
American Express
Seniors
Financial Sales
Wells Fargo Financial
Seniors
Credit Manager
Seniors
Marketing Coordinator Reed Exhibition
Seniors
Financial Professional AXA Equitable
Seniors
Project Mkting Coordinator Synapse Group
Seniors
Analyst, Client Reporting Affinion Group
Seniors
Analyst
Ipreo
Seniors
Financial Advisor
American Express
Seniors
Financial Sales
Hennion & Walsh

$ Stay current. The most recent edition on the market sells
best.
$ Hang on to any CDs and other supplemental materials
that come with the book. They're the frosting on the cake.
$ The best time to sell your book is during finals.

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

SPORTS

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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The
Questions
1. Which team is worse:
men's lax or baseball?

Well, the men's lax players certainly let
you know that they play a sport. A lot.

I like watching both, I know nothing about
either. As for players, don't know the baseball team ... no comment on the lax team.

Men's lax isn't bad by any means. They've
played top-20 teams and baseball can't
even win against MAAC teams. You do
the math.
:

2. Who would win in a game of

Cooley's post-game is probably better.
The men's and women's basketball teams
are going somewhere.

Definitely Cooley; I like his bald spot.
Cooley is cool.

Definitely Cooley. He's got some attitude.

Twenty pounds overweight and on the
Raiders. He might as well retire now.

Yes, duh. He's really cool... I have no idea
who that is.

I don't see why his race even matters. If
he's a strong player with a list of accomplishments, that's all I need to know.

Telfair, but only becaue he's an idiot and
he's not even a good player in his respective league.

Riding dirty as long as it includes cash,
drugs, booze and hos.

Both are equally ridiculous. Is this what
we have to look forward to in the future of
pro sports?

Hard one. Jeter is a pretty boy and everyone loves him; A-Rod is damn sexy.

Is David Wright an option? Hands down,
he'd beat Jeter and A-Rod in any hottestbaseball-player contest

one on one: Cooley or Fraeer?

3. Will JaMarcus Russell change
perceptions of black QBs?

4. Pac-Man "Making it Rain'

or Telfair "Riding Dirty"?
5. Jeter or A-Rod?

Jose Reyes. Mets 2007.

Best
Deals In
Town

lloztrss:
Mlartd-tx-v tHrcnutfh jTV»«*-jsrfce->'
jf^rif/civ «©: StttU-relay

Wo accept
f >ii» ing DoHsics;

Are you tired of membership fees?
Automatic renewal fees?
Uncertified salespeople?

Fairfield University
Jesuit. Personal. Powerful.

Think Summer...
Think Fairfield University
Day, evening and online courses available.
Subjects Include:

Old tanning bulbs?

• Business
• History
• Philosophy
• Religious Studies

GREAT STUDENT RATES!

Course details at: www.fairfield.edu/summer

n r

$

On Campus
One-Week Sessions
Four-Week Sessions
May 23-30
June 4-29
August 1-7
July 2-31
Online Courses
Wide selection available throughout
the summer beginning June 4th

FREE

15.00

Tan
Buy 1 Tan, Get 1 Tan Free

For 5 Tans
1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield | 203-367-8540

1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield 1203-367-8540

| HH^
With this coupon. Not valid with other offers.

With this coupon. Not valid with other offers.

J u

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

1871

BLACK ROCK TPK

I

FAIRFIELD

I 203-367-8540

(Shaw's Plaza Next to Soccer Post)

• English
• Mathematics
• Physics
• Sociology

Jesuit. PenonaL Powerful

Fairfield, Connecticut

REGISTER ONLINE!
www.fairfieldl.edu/summer
Or register by calling: (203) 254-4288
More info call: (203) 254-4110
e-mail: ucsummerclasses@mail.fairfield.edu
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Women s Tennis Finishes
Fifth At MAAC Tournament

BY TOM CLEARY

A season filled with injuries
ended on a strong note for the
women's tennis team, who finished in fifth place in the MAAC
tournament, with a 9-12-1 record
this past weekend in Flushing,
N.Y.
The Stags overcame injuries
to Paulina Rys '10, Dana Postupack '10, Marisa Voloshin '09 and
Michaela Cerrone '09 to defeat
Rider and then tie Manhattan for
fifth place.
Fairfield opened up the tournament on Friday with a hardfought loss to the third-seeded
Siena Saints, 4-3, The Saints won
the championship last season and
finished in third place this year.
The Stags then blanked Rider,
7-0, on Saturday and tied Man-

James Nguyen/The I

You got served: Paulina Rys '10
and the Stags women's tennis
team finished in fifth place in the
MAAC tournament, defeating
Rider and tying Manhattan.

hattan, 1-1, on Sunday, because
the time limit for the match
expired.
"The team played tremendous this weekend," said head
coach Ed Paige. "I was very
impressed by the way the team
played. Players coming back
from injuries were a big reason
for our success."
Fairfield began the match
against Siena by losing the double's point.
The Stags battled back on
the singles side, with Postupack,
Gabriela Davila '09 and Courtney
Price '08 all picking up victories.
Rys came close to winning her
match, but after splitting the
first two sets, she fell, 6-3, in the
third set.
The team easily defeated
Rider, with all players picking
up victories on both the single's
and double's side to move onto a
match against Manhattan. Price,
who will be the only senior next
year, had an undefeated tournament.
The game against Manhattan
was called at a 1-1 tie because
the tennis center was only rented
until 6 p.m.
Paige said he hopes that this
season was a good learning experience for the young players, who
overcame various obstacles.
"I tell the team that we
shouldn't use the injuries as an
excuse," said Paige. "It gives an
opportunity for somebody lower
on the ladder to step up. In the
end the players that needed to
step up did, and that will help us
next year."

The Red Sea Meets the Purple Sea"'
sance.
I am captivated by the performance, but even
more captivated by the fans. Fiorentina loses the
THE ALI WAY
ball. The crowd roars in anger. A Siena player is
ALI BART
injured. They chant "faker!" A young boy behind
me is cursing out the rivals.
I walk through a security checkpoint and flash
The crowd is on its feet, hopped up on adrenaa guard my ID.
line. On the field it's the same with the players.
My full name appears on a monitor, and I am Body parts are flailing to capture the ball. Cards
wanded with a metal detector.
are being thrown left and right. Fiorentina gets one
No, I'm not walking into the Pentagon, but a .yellow and one red while Siena gets three yellow,
soccer, excuse me, football stadium in Florence,
Although Fiorentina is favored to win and in
Italy where Fiorentina is
the running for a place in
about to face Siena.
the Union of European
I learn that the cost of
Football Associations
my ticket is six euros less
Cup, the team does not
than the man a few seats
play well in the first half.
down from me because I
Especially its star foram a woman and less likely
ward and Italian World
to spark a riot.
Cup Champion, Luca
As soon as I see the
Toni. The crowd makes
radiant green field I stop to
sure the players know
absorb the stadium. Thouthis.
sands of Italians are donned
Two minutes before
in purple chanting somehalftime, Fiorentina's
thing I should understand
Adrian Mutu scored the
after about 15 weeks of
only goal of the game.
Italian classes.
The crowd is roaring
To my left, I notice a
again, this time in decaged-in area. Not a bear
light.
contributed Photo
Those who aren't in
pit, but it might as well be. Rorence frenzy. Fairfjeld ^^^oS^
the cage are beaming at
It s a holding cage for the a foQtba|| game jp Rorence )ta|y
away fans. They will not be
the half, which has turned
released until the entire stadium is cleared out.
into a free-for-all blitz to the concession stands.
The way the fans are downing drinks you
I make my way to my seat six rows up from
center midfield. These seats seem too good to be would think they were the ones on the field. I nartrue, and they are. The "real fun" takes place in the rowly avoid being trampled buying my own. By the
bleachers where I hear bottles are often thrown and time all five feet of me make it back to the seats,
small explosives have been known to go off.
the second half has started.
I'm sitting on some sort of threshold. In front
The pace of this half is much like the first.
of me are American women finding the "hotties" Fiorentina's defense is able to keep Siena from
on the teams while wearing jerseys of players they tying. Fiorentina's Sabastien Frey blocks the last
know nothing about, other than their last names and attempt, securing the win.
numbers. A few rows behind me, a man is shouting
Once this happens, I know the game is seconds
what I am sure are curses and obscenities.
from over because the man once cursing behind me
This game is the Red Sox vs. Yankees match- is kissing everyone around him. The game ends
up in the Tuscan Derby. The political rivalary of abruptly with no buzzer and no scoreboard.
The purple sea comes alive again.
these two cities dates back to the Italian Renais-

The Bryant Master of
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Technical Excellence. Market Advantage.
"I continue to be impressed by the quality
of employees we recruit from Bryant."
ROBERT CALABRO '88
TAX PARTNER, PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS

Start your career with a competitive advantage. Earn
your Master of Professional Accountancy (MPAc) degree
at Bryant University.
• Complete the required 150 hours of education to be
eligible to sit for the CPA exam in one year. •
• Learn the accounting, client relations, and project
management skills that will set you apart from the
crowd.
• More than 40 top regional and international firms
recruit at Bryant each year.
To learn more, attend an information session:
April 26 or May 1 at 3 p.m. at Bryant University

To register for an information session or schedule
an interview and tour, visit www.bryant.edu/gradprog,
e-mail mpac@bryant.edu, or call 401-232-6230.
BRYANT UNIVERSITY
1150 Douglas Pike
Smithfield, R.I. 02917

YOUR FUTURE IS WITHIN REACH
And so is the money to pay for it
College expenses should not be a roadblock for your future. Stay on track with an
alternative loan from Campus Door. Get up to $250,000 to pay for college and
make no payments until 12 months after you graduate. Apply online today at
campusdoor.com to receive an approval usually in less than a minute. Spend your
time planning for your future, not worrying about how to pay for it.
You have the will. We have the way.
campusdoor.com

campusdoor
I

All loans are subject to credit approval. Programs, rates, terms and conditions are subject to change without notice. Other
restrictions apply.

Trade/Servicemarks are the property of Campus Door Inc. and/or its affiliates. Lender is Lehman

Brothers Bank. FSB. ©2007 Campus Door Inc. All Rights Reserved. Equal Opportunity Lender.
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Softball Struggles to Find Consistency
BY MICHELLE MORRISON
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fourth with a double, followed later by Jacoby,
The Fairfield softball team
who smashed a home run,
finished the weekend with three
bringing the game to its
wins and one loss in back-tofinal score of 5-0.
back doubleheaders against
"I was really happy
Rider and Georgetown.
with what went on today,"
The Stags now stand in fifth
said Hill.
place out of the nine teams in the
"If you can score
MAAC, with a 4-6 conference
first in the second game,
record and an overall record of
you're almost guaranteed
14-21.
the win."
"We really need to sweep
Gilbert was impressomebody for a chance in the
sive once again, pitching
MAAC," said head coach Julie
her first complete game
Brzezinski.
as a member of the Stags.
Hitting coach Stephanie
Gilbert allowed just four
Hill agreed.
hits and struck out six
"We need to sweep someone
batters.
in the next few games. If you
She was named the
Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror
play well getting into the tourMAAC Rookie of the
nament, you'll play well once Going down swinging: The softball team is fighting to
Week for her efforts. Gilfinish the season strong, with tough teams still on the
you're there," she said.
bert
appeared in four games
schedule.
The Stags came into the
last week, posting a 2-0
weekend on a positive note after
adjustments as the cause of Fairfield's
record and allowed just two
two 3-2 victories against Columbia.
fall, as well as the fact that Rider "was earned runs in 16 innings pitched.
On Saturday against Rider, the playing for a split."
Brzezinski was happy with the
Stags scored six runs in the second inThe Broncs played their number weekend overall, identifying powerning alone. Kristen DAlessandro '08 two pitcher for the first game and their ful team chemistry as the reason for
and Kristie Trifiolis '10 both had RBI number one pitcher for the second.
Fairfield's success.
doubles.
"One bad inning is all it took," said
The Stags faced Siena on Tuesday
Fairfield allowed just two hits in Brzezinski.
in a doubleheader in Albany and lost
the game, as senior Cagney Ringnalda
On Sunday, the Stags pulled out all both games.
and freshman Jen Gilbert combined to the stops against Georgetown.
In the first game, Fairfield scored
pitch five scoreless innings, leading to
Despite a slow start, the team a run in the seventh to make it 4-2
the 10-0 shutout.
managed to step up in the bottom of and had runners on first and third,but
However, the second game did not the seventh in the first game. Kristie Trifolis flied out to right field to end
come as easily.
Trifiolis '08 and Erin Frank '08 brought the game.
The Stags were up 3-1 until the in two runs in the late innings to bring
In the second game the Stags lost
combination of a series of singles along Fairfield to a one run lead and secured 11-10, battling back from a 11-1 deficit
with fielding errors allowed Rider to the victory.
by scoring nine runs in the final two
score three more runs and finish the
Still on a high from the first game, innings, led by Trifolis' four RBI.
game at 4-3.
Julia Jacoby '08 slammed a triple to start
Fairfield now heads into a difficult
"You have to give credit to Rider," the Stags off in the second half of the series against St. Peter's this weekend
at home in Fairfield, the third place
doubleheader.
Brzezinski said.
She identified a lack of offensive
Jessica Stand TO kicked off the team in the MAAC.
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Men's Tennis Finishes
Fourth at MAACs
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Morrison finished with
the most wins on the team
for the season, 21 wins.
He finished with only 10
singles losses on the year.
"Seniors sometimes
can check out, having been
at it for three years,
doing sprints, listening to the
coach's pep talks,"
said head coach Ed
Paige. "But Jon and
Zach never did.
They led through
blood, sweat and
tears."
Fairfield faced
Siena on Friday in
the opening round
of the tournament
and took care of
business with a
7-0 victory. The
Stags took all three
doubles matches
to open up the day
and then finished
the sweep with six
singles wins.
The Stags then
moved on to the
semifinals for the
sixth straight season, but fell to the
top-seeded Manhattan Jaspers, 5-0.

in the consulation round,
4-2, with only Morrison
and Fernando picking up
victories. ~
"The team played tremendously this weekend, to
100 percent of their capability," said Paige.

Bill Mcuam; I he Mirror

Thev then fin- Recoi"d-breaker: Zach Morrison '07
...
,
and the tennis team had a recordlsned out the sea- breaking day| as Morrison finished
son with a tough his career as the schoo|.s a||-time
loss to Manhattan wjns leader.

Women's Lacrosse Looking to Turn Heads in MAAC Tournament
BY MARY THERESE CHURCH

At the beginning of the year the
women's lacrosse team set two goals: to
win a MAAC championship and to make
it into the NCAA tournament. The team is
now one step closer to both goals, earning
a berth in the MAAC tournament.
The Stags came away from the weekend with a 13-9 win over Siena and dropped
their Sunday contest against conference
rival LeMoyne, 16-9. However, the dominating win over Siena already secured a
spot in the tournament for Fairfield, who
ended regular season 8-9 overall and 5-2
in the MAAC.
"Winning that game against [Siena]
accomplished a goal, which was to get
ourselves into the MAAC tournament," said
head coach Stacey McCue. Despite the loss
on Sunday, Friday's win took "the pressure
off of the do or die" mentality, according
to McCue.
However, the MAAC tournament takes
on a much different dynamic as only the
top four teams from the conference receive a berth to the
tournament.
"No matter what seed we got it is going to be a tough
game," said senior captain Sarah Masterson. "It could be
anyone's game on any day. Whoever comes out harder is
going to win it."
Fairfield enters the tournament as the second seed, behind
LeMoyne who had a perfect 7-0 MAAC conference record
and is the reigning MAAC champion. Marist fell to third
place with a 5-2 record, and rounding out the tournament is
Manhattan, who finished the MAAC with a 4-3 record.
Fairfield had hoped to clinch the first place seed with a
win on Sunday. But, according to McCue, being the second

However, out of the four teams that
qualified for the tournament, the Stags fell
to two of them during regular season play.
Early in the season Manhattan beat out the
Stags in a 12-7 match-up. This past Sunday
LeMoyne was the second team to beat
Fairfield, 16-9.
"Truthfully, it's kind of a good thing
that the teams we lost to are in the tournament," said McCue.
"All the teams are pretty even; it's
whoever is most ready or whoever is going
to take care of the ball and capitalize on
opportunities," she said.
With a berth to the MAAC tournament,
new pressure and emotions are added on to
the Stags.
"We can't let go at any point," said
Chatnik. "That's where we've gotten ourselves in trouble."
Junior Amy Neville agreed, saying
that it is imperative that they play for the
full 60 minutes.
Photo Illustration by Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror
"We need to try to keep the mentality
that this is just another game. Be confident
about it but don't get our heads too into it," she said.
seed is not all that bad.
McCue said that she believes the Stags need to continue
Because of the second seed ranking, the Stags will take
on the third place team, Marist, in the semi-final round. to focus on what they have been doing well all season.
"Just driving home the same themes we've been doing
Fairfield saw Marist earlier in the season, when they snuck
all year," McCue said. "Every single player is contributing
by with a 15-14 win.
"I think it helps that we've beaten Marist once, and I whether they start and play 60 minutes or they never see
definitely think we can do it again," said sophomore goal- time, they know that every single one of them affects our
success."
keeper Lauren Chatnik.
The MAAC tournament will be held at Iona College.
This is the second consecutive year that Fairfield has
Fairfield will play first on Friday with a 2:30 p.m. start
made the tournament. Last year the Stags saw their season
end in the first round of the MAAC tournament when they time.
But with the hype of the upcoming tournament, the team
fell just short of Canisius, 16-12, who failed to make a berth
has its focus set on a win.
in the MAAC tournament this year.

Editor: Tom Cleary
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Lax-Luster Stags Lose Sixth Straight Game
The loss dropped the team to a sub-.500 record at
5-6, as well as lowering its ECAC in-conference record
to 1-5 and a last-place standing.
"We had a few tough breaks - playing down three
Following a crushing defeat to North Carolina,
minutes after the stick check (penalty)," said Spencer.
things were not going well for the Stags.
"But our kids fought through it."
Despite playing well in losing efforts against
Penalties were not the only problem, as the Stags'
strong opponents, including two one-goal losses to
defense struggled against two of the nation's premier
Hobart and Georgetown, one glaring fact remained:
offenses.
the team had still dropped four straight games.
Bocklet scored two goals in the UMass game
"That seems to be the story of our year; a couple
and also added a goal in the Loyola game to move his
of bounces didn't go our way," said goalkeeper Mike
team-high total up to 24 goals and increasing his points
Kruger '07.
lead to 36 points.
All the way, though, head coach Ted Spencer
For the second consecutive game, the Stags alalways mentioned one post-game feeling, regardless
lowed an opponent to have two players score three
of the outcome: "pride in their effort."
or more goals. For Loyola, Dan Bauer contributing
Then came a 19-2 rout at the hands of Loyola
three goals and Greg Leonard contributing four goals
(Md.), giving the Stags their fifth consecutive loss and
had huge outings.
eliminating them from a post-season berth.
Three days later, Jim Connoly and Andrew RecLoyola dominated the game from the start, totalchione both had three apiece for the Minutemen.
ing five straight goals in a period of six minutes and
Despite the totals, Spencer felt Kruger was fantas20 seconds to jump out to a 5-0 lead.
Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror tic in net, following the Loyola game in which he was
Senior Mike Bocklet's lone goal in the second
half was merely an aberration, as the Greyhounds No where to run: Dan Boudreau '08 and the Stags lost their sixth
pulled in favor of back-up Piet Dudley '10.
straight game on Tuesday, falling to 5-6 after beginning the season with
Even in the face of a devastating losing streak, the
would reel off another eight goals in a row to add to
a perfect 5-0 record and a No. 12 national ranking.
team says it has maintained their composure.
an already-impressive offensive onslaught.
"I think we played great [against UMass]," said
While the majority of the Stags' losses this seaUnfortunately for Fairfield, that was the only lead of Downing. "A few bounces the other way and it could've
son this year have been close contests, the loss in Baltimore
the game.
gone to us."
may have been the breaking point.
Despite a back-and-forth contest that saw the largest
Another motivating factor is the fact that Sunday's
"The Loyola loss hurt a lot. It did hurt our morale,"
lead at a mere three goals, the Stags ultimately fell to the season finale against St. John's is Senior Day, something
said midfielder Greg Downing '07.
not lost on the minds of the Stags.
A season that began in perfection seemed destined to Minutemen 10-7.
"As seniors, you're always going to remember your
end in disarray.
The Stags cut the lead down to 8-7 at the beginning of
last game," said Kruger.
The Stags were once ranked as high as 13th in nation, the fourth quarter, when Bocklet tallied two goals.
"At 5-6, we don't want to have a losing season. We
But, it was not enough, as the Minutemen scored twice
the highest ranking in school history.
want a win."
Fairfield had its chance at redemption against UMass on more to finish the game.
For Kruger and his fellow seniors, it's now more than
Tuesday afternoon and battled from the very beginning.
"Rebounding off of a game like we had at Loyola, our
kids
played
as
well
as
we
could
today,"
said
Spencer.
"It's
just
wins
and losses; it's about pride.
Downing scored just 27 seconds into the game to put
a tough situation. These were the national runner-ups."
Fairfield on top quickly.
BY KEITH CONNORS

Frager Looks to Continue Tradition
CHRIS SIMMONS
CHRIS SIMMONS IS THE ASSOCIATE
SPORTS EDITOR AND THE WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL BEAT WRITER

A new face is taking over the women's
basketball program but the core philosophies
of the team should remain the same.
Joe Frager was announced as the new
head women's basketball coach last week,
replacing Dianne Nolan, who led the Stags
for 28 years.
Replacing an accomplished coach is
always hard, but when that coach was also
the longest tenured employee in University
history and a respected coach throughout the
D-I level, the task is even more difficult.
However, Fairfield appears to have made
the right choice in tabbing Frager as Nolan's
successor.
While Frager has yet to prove he can win
at this level, he has enjoyed success as a head
coach at each of his previous stops with state
and national championships at a high school
and D-II school, respectively.
Success isn't everything though. While
Nolan certainly enjoyed numerous victories,
she was equally important off the court.
Every senior she coached at Fairfield
graduated with a degree on time. She was
also active in the community and a mentor
in the Ignation Residential College, all while
balancing a family life.
After listening to Frager his first day, it
seems he looks to accomplish much of the
same.
Like Nolan, he wants to win, but more

Inside Sports

importantly he wants to win the right way.
He emphasized how hard he expects his
new team to work on the court, while also
striving for excellence in the classroom and
becoming a positive presence in the community.
He aims to continue Nolan's work on
and off the court.
In the introductory press conference,
University President Fr. Jeffery von Arx commented on how important a role a coach plays
in the development of the students. Von Arx
was looking for someone to continue where
Nolan left off.
He found that man in Frager.
The similarities between Frager and
Nolan don't end there. Besides both coaches
applying Jesuit ideals in training of studentathletes, they share core basketball philosophies.
Frager preaches playing tough defense,
protecting the ball and taking high percentage shots.
Last year, the Stags also relied on their
defense, as they used turnovers to push the
ball and lead to their offense.
While he would like to run when they
are able, the emphasis on defense remains
the same.
Nolan left knowing that her team was
in good shape to continue its success. Now
she can know that they are in good hands
as well.

Tennis
Women's team finish
es in fifth in MAAC

Making History
Men's Tennis Sets School Wins Record
BY TOM CLEARY

with such similar successes.
Fernando finished out his career
by defeating one of the top players in
the MAAC, Niagara's Walter Garcia on
Sunday, 6-7 (4-7), 6-0,10-7.

All season long the men's tennis
team's goal was to break the school
record for wins in a season, which stood
at 12. The past four seasons the Stags
have tied the record, finishing each year
SEE "MEN'S" ON P. 19
with 12 wins.
This year Fairfield suceeded in
breaking the record, picking up its 13th
victory against Siena in the first round
of the MAAC Tournament on Friday.
The Stags finished the season with a
13-10 mark, after losing to Manhattan
and Niagara in the semifinal and consolation rounds on Saturday and Sunday
respectively.
Seniors Zach Morrison and Jonathan Fernando, the team's co-captains,
both finished their careers on high notes,
with victories in the third place match
against second-seeded Niagara.
Morrison and Fernando finished
as the two most successful players in
Fairfield history, ranking first and second
respectively in wins. Morrison finished
in first, with 122 wins (73 singles, 49
doubles), and Fernando was one shy with
121 wins (64 singles, 57 doubles).
"It really means something to us to
be able to look back at a great accomBill McBain/The Mirror
plishment," said Fernando.
Fantastic Fernando: Jonathan Fernando
He was proud to go through his '07 now ranks in second place on the
carrer with a close classmate and finish Fairfield tennis all-time wins list.

Softball

Stags stay in top half
of MAAC.
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Men's Lax
Stags drop fin;
ECAC games.

